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O ' zz cIs2In 2

2 (9s05 a.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: If we could come to order,t

,

4 please. This is one of the two days that, by prior order of

5 the Board, we have set aside an opportunity for these who

6 wish to appear under the form of a limited appearance. It

71s obvious, of course, to everyone that there is not an
a

8 overwhelming number of people here, and what we will do is

9 just play it by ear, I believe, as to how we proceed af ter

10 we hear from the people who are here.

11 A few people have asked if they could start at the

12 beginning of the proceeding and testify a s they have young

13 children , and I hope no one else minds, but I would like to

14 accommodate them.

15 So if the young lady with the young child would

16 come up here with or without your child. If everyone would

17 keep just two general rules in mind. Number one, when you

18 s ta r t your testimony identify yourself by name and address,

19 1f you will; and secondly, keep in mind that t.'e rules of
i 4

20 the Board are that testimony should be limited to a

21 five-minute periot.

22 If you feel it necessary that more time be

23 allotted , if you have written remarks we can have those
<en( ) 24 inserted into the record. It is just as if you did read

25 them, and you can be assured that the Board will read your

O
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({} 1 remarks, and we will try to accommodate your needs and

2 objectives and attentions as much as we can.

3 So go ahead, ma'am.

4 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

5 LINDA COHES B ALNABE

6 MS. BALNABE: My name is Linda Cohrs Balnabe, I

711ve at 52 Beeman Avenue in Dallas, Pennsylvania. The

8 Quakers with members in Luzerne, Wayne and Wyoming Counties,

9 have the f ollowing concern about the licensing of

10 Pennsylvania Power and Light's Susquehanna Nuclear Power

11 Plant near Eervick.

12 We are concerned that nuclear advocates seem to be

13 exaggera ting the impact of nuclear power as an energy

O'I 14 sou rce. Io expand nuclear power into a truly large energy

15 source we believe would recuire breeder reactors and

16 plu tonium recycling , These would involve much greater

17 dangers that current light water reactors like Susquehanna .
4

18 We do n o t think that a public would consent to the siting of

10 breeder reactors, but without then, nuclear advocates are

20 implying a contribution frcm nuclear power that it cannot
!

| 21 g i v e .

22 We are also concerned that nuclear proponents seem
i

i 23 to be ignoring the fact that further nuclear cens+ruction in

i /~N
(_) 24 this country has Deen almost stopped due to its high cost.

.

'

25 We are concerne' + hat the nuclear debate is obscuring the

(
i
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() 1 f act thal we must implement energy conservation and proceed!

2 with the overdue shif t to renewable energy sources.

f- 3 We are concerned that utilities and government have
K

,.

4 a hard time promoting both nuclear power and conservation.

5 0ur prosperity in this country does net require the

6 continued wasteful use of energy.

7 We are concerned by the awesome responsibility we

8 accept by generating nuclear waste. The Susquehanna plant

9 would generate radioactive waste that must be kept away from

10 living things for hundreds of thousands of years. We are

11 concerned that should an evacuation or other emergency

12 measures be required by an accident at Susquehanna, PPCL's
;

13 ability to make tha t decision would be undermined by the

h'- 14 con flicting desire not to admit any problems with nuclear

15 saf ety.

16 We are concerned chout the increasing evidence of

17 multiple connections between nuclear power and nuclear

18 wea pons. We believe nuclea r weapons must be abolished and

19 their spread stopped, and that this cannot be done without

20 s toppin g the American export of nuclear power technolocy.

21We believe that because of its centralized natura, nuclear

22 power ic not a suitable energy source for developing nations

231n need of local, decentralized energy.

m
! ) 24 We believe the U.S. must take the lead by phasina

25 out nuclear power at home. We ur7e that construction be

V

4
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() 1 halted on the Susquehanna reactors and that we all examine

2 our roles in increasing the efficiency with which our homes

( 3 and schools, businesses, industries and local governments

4 use energy.

5 Thank you very much.

6 CHAIEMAN GLEASON. Thank you. Mr. Hemmendinger?

I 7 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

8 ECSS HEMME:!DINGER

9 MR. HEMMENDINGER. I am Ross Henmendinger, I am

10 f rom Williamsport. I was born and raised in Los Alamos, New

11 Mexico at the Nuclear Weapons Laboratory there, and I am

12 speaking as a parent and someone who is accustomed to

| 13 thinking about isotopes and radiation, and I am askino you

14 to look at this matter from the standpoint of common sense.

15 The three things I want you to consider; first,

16 that the Berwick plant is not needed; second, that alpha

17 radiation which is produced by urnanium and plutonium is not

18 sim ply low-level radiation as is commonly thought; third,

19 t h a t the connection between nuclear power plants and nuclear

20 wea pons may soon be tightened by new laser techniques for

21 treating plutonium.*

22 When I say the plant is not needed, I mean both

23 th a t PPCL doec not need the extra generatiu capacity, and

[
( 24 tha t even at this late stace in construction it wccid be

25 cheaper for PP CL rate payers as well as stockholders to

O
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() Icancel the plant. This is clearly explained in the

2 Susquehanna Alliance Study written by Jim Perkins and

(-) 3 released last July.
V

4 Now, I know your job is to look at the safety of

5 the plant, but in terms of common sense, questions of safety

6 and cost -cannot stand separately. Safety costs money, and

7 the undeniab1: risks of a nuclear plant have to be weighed

8 against th e possible benefits.

9 I think it would be a shame if these hearings ended

10 without addressing the big question raised by the Alliance

11 study; that is, how much money could be raised through

12 salvage and tax benefits if the plant were cancelled. Is

13 1t, in fact, the most profitable course for PPEl to take at
g4

4
"' 14 this time?

15 I want to talk about alpha radiation because it ha s

16 a twofold nature. Most people, even doctors and scientists,

17 seem to be considering only the first half when they refer
,

18 t o it as law-level radiation. Of the three kinds of
,

i 19 radia tion it is true that alpha particles, which are by far

20 the largest, have the least penetrating power. They can be

21 stopped by a layer of paper. That is the good news'that

.I

22 seems to stick in people's minds.

23 The bad news is that alpha's are far more energetic

() 24 than teta or camma rays, and co we are talking about

25 releasing more e n e rg y in a much shorter distance. : t is

}4

t

!

|
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(} 111ke stopping a freight train on a dime. If a nicroscopic

2 speck of plutonium gets stuck inside our body, the

('g 3 surrounding tissue cells are constantly damaged by alpha
V

4 penetration. This is how a millionth of a gram of plutonium

5can start a cancer.

6 This is why plutonium is considered much more

7 dangerous than any chemical poison. And remember, once it

81s created and dispersed, only time, hundreds of thousands

9 of years, can render it less harmful. -

10 My third point concerns a crash procram at the

11 Nuclear We a p ons Laboratory reported in the press last

12 mon th. The idea is to find a way to clean up the plutoni.m

13 isotopes found in nuclear power plant waster so that the

14 plutonium can be used in nuclear weapons.

15 Until now, weapons plutonium has been made in

16 special reactors. I find this possibility frightening.' Our

17 weapons program has stockpiles representing decades of

18 plutonium production. Certainly, if our weapons people see

19 a need for this new technology, you can imagine that it

20 would be of interest to any nation that owns a nuclear power

| 21 pla n t .

22 A more general problem with this nuclear plant is

23 tha t the whole emphasis is on increasing electrical

A
(_) 24 production rather than workin; to make better use of the

,

25 tremendous supply of electricity that is already available.

)
!
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(~) 1 PPEL already has a very large reserve capacity and

|, 2 this is enhanced by the interstate grid which has even

31arger reserves in the' winter when PPEL's peak load occurs.

4 The emphasis on prodretion, as we push it to the limit,

5 becomes an emphasis on destruction.

6 In this rase, we are taking expensive,

7 irreplaceable uranium and a lot of fine construction

8 materials and we are turning them into radioactive garbage.

9 It is no cycle of health and reproduction; it is a deadend

10 process .

11 I hope that when you judges reach your decision, it

12 will reflect consideration of the isrues I have raised. I

13 am asking you to stand back and lock at-the big picture and
f
k- 14 to evaluate it in terms of common sense. Otherwise, I am

15 af raid t!.a t this hearing may end up being just a

1bbureaucratic exercise.

17 I have a copy here of the Alliance study which I

18 would like to hava included in the hearir.c record, and I

19 also ha ve a copy of what I just said, if you would like.

. 20 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: All right. Fow long is the

|
21 s tu d y ?

22 MR. EEMMENDINGER: Here it is.

23 CHAIREAN GLEASON: At this peint, we will refer to

() 24 it or have it not incorporated in the body of the record
,

25 because it is rather lengthy, but we will annex it ro the

O
!
|
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(]) 1rerord and have it available for reading.

2 I think that if SEA wants to put it in as part of

~ 3 its positive evidence it can do that at that time as part of

4 its testimony, but we will have it at least available.
<

5 MR. HEMMENDINGER: Thank you.

6 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Mr. Hemmendinger.

7 Is there somebody who is pressed for time who would

Slike to go next?

9 LIMITED APPEAEANCE STATEMENT OF

10 DON:i A BURNS-RADER

11 MS. BURNS-RADER: My name is Donna Burns-Fader, I

12 am a housewife and nother, I live in Elymouth, Pa, and I

13 feel very uncomfortable being here today as a private

14 citizen. I am not an expert on nuclear power, certainly,''

15 but I do know tha t I have felt compelled to come today

i 16 because I have a lot of concerns about PPCL's decision to

17 cpen a plant and to operate it.

| 18 I think everybody knows that a lot of the results

|
' 19 o f TEI were psychological in nature so far, and I am one

i

|
20 person who is very worried about the psychological effects

21 a n d the possible biological effects of having so many

22 pla nts. The experts keep reassuring us that there is

: 23 absolut ely nothins to worry about, but experts have been

) 24 wrong before.

25 The studies have not been multi-factoral enough.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 The limiting of the questioning was very disturbing to me

2 when I came en Tuesday beca use 'as le al:, know, we do not
::

f-x 3 live in a vacuum. I mean, maybe mice in s nice laboratory
\

4 do not have the same effects that people will over long-term

5 use of the plants.

6 Another thing I would like to say is that we are

7 always told when something gces wrong with these plants when

8 there are sccidents that it was human error or a

9 technological thing that can be fixed so easily. I do not

10 doubt that the technological things can be handled, but

11 human error is something that we have to consider all the

,

12 tim e.

13 Nabody is going to come down from Olympus and run

14 these plants. They are run by human beings; hopefully, they'

.

15 are well trained by PPEl. Eut I am very concorned that we

16 cannot just blithely say there will be no more human error.

17 The combina tion of the possibilities of

! 18 technological f ailure and human errer are so immence to me
!

!

19 tha t I really feel it is not worth the risk. We are a very

20 f a t country. We have gotten used to using a lot of energy

211n our cars, in our houses, just heating this rcom, for

22 ins ta nce . If you go to othar countries, they do not heat

23 all their rooms, they know how to conserve energy.

m
24 But in our country, there have been decisions madev)i

25 to use the most dingerous, the most expensive form of

O
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{}
1 power. PPCL is so anxious to use this form of power, but to

2 me it is not worth the risk.

3 It seems to me tha t other people are making the

4 decision f or me, and they're saying we are willing to take

5 the risk; we are willing to risk the long-term effects. We

6 do not really know what they are. We have some limited

7 studies , but we are willino to take that risk for you.

8 And I just wanted to come today to tell you that I

9 personally am not willing to take that risk. Thank you.

10 CHAIPMAN GLEASON: All richt, thank you very much.

11 Who would like to go next?

12 LIMITED APPEAPANCE STATEMENT OF

13 CATHEPINE SNIDER

14 MS. SNIDER: My name is Catherine Snider. My

,

15 int erest in nuclear is that I have relatives that are

i 16 involved in South Carolina. I also have a grandson who is
>

17 enrolled as a nuclear scientist in one of the universities.

18 I am very much concerned. I have a book here by

19 D r . John Goffman, which many people know, a noted physicist

20from the University of California. He has written an

21 article for Prevention Magarine which is a health magarine

22 published in Pennsylvania, and I would just like to read a

23 f ew sentences that he has written. This is not my idea;

( f, 24 this is his.

25 "The N uclea r Regulatory Commission has proven to be

ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,
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() 1interes.ed mainly in the promotion of nuclear powa- in

2 issuing licenses for nuclear plants, in protecting the

3 utility companies rather than protecting the people around
V('T

*

4

4 the nuclear power plants. The old Atomic Energy Commission

5 people j ust changed hats while retaining their old attitude,

6 their cozy relationship with the utilities. Issuing

711 censes for nuclear plants constitutes random,

8 p re -medita ted murder. From research, I can tell you the

9 number of cancer' a Certain dose of Eddiation will produce.

10 "The nuclear industry admits that their workers and

11 the public are irradiated by their plants. They have

12 decided to irradia*.o the people and thus produce cancers. I

13 call that aurder. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has not

O~ 14 any right to license nuclear plant when to do so means the

151oss of hu:an life." All right?

16 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Yes.

17 MS. CNIDEE; There is a lot nere, but I would like

i
! 18 to know who I could get information from aLout the Bechtel

19 Corpora tion who is building the plant in Eerwick. Do you

20 know who would know? I tried the stock exchange and they

21 said they are not listed; they do not have to list their
|

22 profits, and I called the local newspapers and they did not

23 k n o w .

b) 24 I have relatives working for Bechtel in Saudi'

g,

25 A ra bia , friends. Also, Sechtel is the firm who is building

O)' %

i
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|

() Ithis plant in Servick. I recently toured it. I was told

2 tha t it is costing millions of dollare. I could see that if

3 it was Italian marble, but to me, it looks like cement
{v'g

'

4 block . And it just does not add up to me and I would do

5 any thing to get my grandson out of this nuclear deal.

6 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you very much for your

'
7 testimon y. I think if you are looking for information about

8 Bechtel you might speak to the applicants' representatives

9 and they may be able to help you.

10 MS. SNIDER: Thank you very much.

11 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you. k*ho would like to go

12 next?

13 LIMITED APPEAFANCE STATEMENT OF
/~5
k- 14 KIM SKRINAK

15 MR. SKRINAK: My name is Kim Skrinak. I am just

16 going to bring up two points that I feel are very

17 impor ta n t. They are points I feel cannot be quaranteed,

18 a f forded or put into a contract and th a t is the future

19 concerning the disposal and cafe storage of tha plutonium.

20 It will be radioactive for thousands of years to

21 come. Right now, we are having problem with the storage.

22 There is leakage with it. I feel that this generation of

23 people, our generation, are giving the f uture generations a

O) 24 problem that was never given to us. How will the stuff be(,

25 saf ely stored for the next thousands upon thousands of
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() 1 years?

2 The world ic vary unstable. We are seeing our

'

31eaders being shot at; some are being killed. I wonder in

4 the future hundreds of years from now what kind of people

5 will have this power in their hands. Also, I wonder when

6 the plant is decommissioned and sealed up, I wonder what the

7 f ate of the plants will be. I think we will have many

8 mausoleums. It is a shame that a plant that costs three

9 billion or more to build will have to be decommiseioned

10 af ter maybe 40 or u5 years.

11 I am sure that profit will be rea lize d , but again,

12 I just wonder how this will justify the cost of having this

j 13 pla nt around for thousands and thousands of years to come.

O.s 14 Now, from what I have read, it seems that a nuclear

15 power plant is a marvelous wonder, beautifully built. The'

16 pla nt itself I really can find no fault with. Eut there is

17 a f ault, and that is we are human. We possess hunan error.

18 The Browns Ferry, which was a well-censtructed

19 pla nt , that fire happened by human error. A worker was, I
i

20 guess checking cut leaks with a candle that caught the plant

21 on fire. Even part of the Three Mile Island accident was

22 due to human error, and that is also my main fault with the

23 whole nuclea r thing . That with this energy, with this power

() 24 you must be perfe:t, and wa are not perfect.
I

25 The industry claims that they never had a major

!
4 .
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() 1 accident, that no life was lost, and I knock on wood for

2 that. I mean, I am glad it never happened. None of us want

3 it. Eut let's face it, ine vita bly, something will happen.,

4 And unfortunately, I guess I will be the one to see it 40 or

5 50 years from now, and I am not looking forward to it.

6 So, that is all.

7 C'd AIRM AN GLEASON. Thank ycu very much, sir. Is

8 there someone else who would like to speak? All right,

9 please come forward.

i 10 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

11 STEPHEN K. URBANSKI

12 MR. UFBANSKI4 My name is Stephen K. Urbanski, I am
i,

13 f rom Kingston, Pennsylvania. I choose to speak today

14 because I see the necessity to make a major point.

15 As has been seen thoughout these hearince, an
;

16 illusion has come about which has suggested widespread

17 public dissatisf action with nuclear power and the nuclear

18 ind ustry . But do not be fooled. This is not the case.

19 A small vocal group has reared its head and

20 attempted to portray itself an a speaker for the majority.

21 B ut the fact is the an ti-nuclear lobby is just a small but

22 vocal minority. The general populace needs and wants

23 nuclear power. In repeated voter referenda most.recently in
J

) 24 M a i n e , nuclear power received the va st majority of the votes

25 and easily defeated the anti-nuclear referenda..

I
.

)

|
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I~) 1 Surveys of public opinion have shown the American
V

2 public's backing for nuclear power. Most recently, a U.S.

3 New and 'a'orld Peport University of Michigan study showed
O(~5

4 almost 90% of the public continue to support nuclear power.

5 This widespread expression of public support must

6 not be ignored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the

7 federal government because to do so would be a grave

8 disservice to the United States and the democratic process.

9 The reasons for support are many, but most

10 im po rtan tly , they are justified reasons. The public

11 reali.zes that the maintenance of our standard of living will

12 f orever require increased energy production. What may

13 appear to be excess generating capacity today may barely

"'' 14 meet our needs tomorrow.

15 The public also realizes that of all the existing

16 technologies, nuclear is the safest. Our alternatives are

17 pro ven kille rs . The burning of fossile fuels, oil and gas

18 which create incredible amounts of pollution and

19 environmental damage have been shown to increase the

1

20 incidence of respiratory disease among the public.

21 Adversely, while it is a proven fact tl at fossile

22 f uels are killers, nuclear reactors operatin; commercially

23 h a ve never affertad anyone's physical health in a nega tive

r~m,

t ,) 24 man ner. Even solar power which is per se non-polluting, the

25 ,m et h od s to use it involve a host of pollutants. These

: ()
<
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("% 1 pollutants include phosphine, arsine, cadmium, sulfur,
V

2 germane, gallium, boron trifluoride and silane.

3 Furthermore, the National Academy of Sciences has

4 affirmed the public support of nuclear power. They have

5 sta ted that nuclear power is essential in meeting the

6 increased energy needs of the future. The Academy also

7 confirsed our confidence in the safety of the nucleari

!

81ndustry.

9 Another factor for support is a confidence in the

10 Ame rica n Way , the belief that no problem is above us.

11 Nothing is unsolvable, and in the end we will triumph. A

121ack of confidence in these ideals can only lead to moral

.
13 def eatism and a nation in which advancement will stagnate.

14 This is something we cannot and must riot permit.
,

15 Thank you very much.

16 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Mr. Urbanski. Is

17 there someone else who would like to come f orwa rd and

18 testify ?

'

19 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

1 20 MAXINE C. BUSH

21 MS. BUSH: Good morning, my name is Maxine C. Bush,

22 I reside a t R.D. 2, Mohoponey, Pennsylvania, Wyoming

23 Cou nty. The views and opinions and statomants that I make

()'

24 today are on behalf of myself and the group that I

25 0cordina te, Endless Mountains and Nuclea r Chain, covering

O
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() 1 from all the way north to Bradford County and down joining

2 into Luzerne County.

3 The last thing I ever thought I would talk nbout is

4 finances , but I think we have come to a place where I have

5 to say a few words about that because my main concern is the

6 health and welf are of our individuals and our nation as a.;

7 whole. But I would like to say a few things about finances

; 8 to begin with.
'

0 I had a conversation with my Senator, Frank J.

10 0 ' Connell, on October 1, and asked him what his position is

11 on the appointment of hr. Clifford Jones to the PUC and how

12 he would be voting. So he went into a discussion of nuclear

13 power and who would finance it, and this is important to all

O 14 o f us. .

15 He said tha t he would vote for Jones for various

16 rea sons which we do not have to go into, but the main one I

i 17 wanted to brinc out is that Jones is in favor of the

18 Governor 's plan , and Sena tor O 'Connell went on to say that

191s that. I am quoting from notes as I talked to him.

20 The Governor's pla n is, quote, "The state would pay

21 s om e , federal might and industry might." So I asked then,

i 22 where does the plan stand now. And Senator O'Connell

23 answered , quote, "It is politically tied up."

() 24 Now, that ic where the finances are going to come'

25 f rom . Where? Unknown. And we will get to that in a

O
.
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f

1 minute. Then he thought it would be well if I talked to
(}

2 Cliff ord Jones. He suggested that he ask Clifford Jones to

3:311 ne and I said that would be fine; I would be pleased to{'~-
4 talk to him.

5 So Clifford Jones phone me on Saturday, October 3,

6 and we talked about what his position would be if he were on

7 the PUC, and Mr. Jones said, quote, "I agree with the

8 Governor. To get as much money from other sources..." --

9 this is al l a quotation. His positicn is to try to get as

10 much federal and state money a s possible. Another sentence,

11 quo te, "We might have to put it on the rate payer." Another

12 quo te , "We might have to put some on the rate payers it

13 mig ht happen. We would try other ways. I would vote f or it

'

~ 14 if there vss no other way to do it." ,0uote, "It has to be

' 15 :ls a ned up."

16 Now, there is a plain staterent from both my

17 senator and from Clifferd Jones that it is going to fall on

| 18 the rate payer eventually, and so we have to talk about
:

19 financos when it comes down to that.

! 20 Now, as far as the statement that was rad.e by the

i
21 preceding citizen up here who feels tha t everyone, all the

i
i

22 it izen s , are so for nuclear power, this point cane out in
i

i

23 talking te Mr. Jones and the fact that it is politically

) 24 tie d up in the feieral. Jonec said -- no, first he
v

25 explained that it is tied up because tne people in other

i.
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() 1 sta tes do not want to pay for what happened in Pennsylvania.

2 Well, we cannot blame them for that. I suppose we

"'s 3 would not waat to pay for what happened in any other sta te ,(U
4 but that is a fact of life, that those men tell me it is

5 tied up politically, so we do not have much hope of getting

6 fed eral funds. That is simply the fact that these practical

7 government men bring to us.

8 And so we come back again to the matter of what

9 Clif ford Jones would do on the PUC, and he said, quote,

10 " We ll , as far as the Pennsylvania Power E Light Eerwick

11 plant is concerned, Jones would vo te f o r th e Eervick nuke to

12 open. He said, quote, "If it is proven to be reasonably

13 s a f e , it should go on."

O 14 If it was reasonably safe, it should go on. Then I

15 recponded in light of our knowledge and experience, how do

16 you prove it. Ani at that point the response that I

17 received was, "Well,..." and he did not answer, and I

! 18 believe th a t is the position our government is in. Not only

19 M r . Clifford Jones, not only the senator. We are all in,

20 how do you pay for it. And it is going to ccme back to the

21 rate payer one way or the other or to the general citizen.

22 So we even went into a discussion.

23 I said, well, if we come down to the fact where we

() 24 have no power and we are all tied up in it, both in a

25 residen tial and a private way, and that industry is tied in

O

/
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() 1 it, the government will have to do something. . So then r.

2 Jones said, well, if you want government power -- I said I

3 do not want government pnyor but we.are faced with the, ,
\

4 reality of what we have. 'Je have a government NRC and ye .
'

5have a government NEC telling us that we are going to have (s

6 nuclear power and they are going to license it because it is ;-
\e

7 their business to license it, and we have the, reality, and

8 the time will come when we have to decide thenL wh'o[is going
,,

9 to pay this. And Mr. Jones said, I do not like that; we -

s
n. i

'

10 oucht to plan now.

11 Mr. Jones said, I do not like to work 11n a crisic ML ,

12 a n d that would be a crisis if it came. And I.sai1, well,

13 change comes in a crisis. And I am sorry that I kn'cw' that
i m'

14 historically it do.es, and I wish we could make a change a

''

15 before we reach such a crisis. .

- %
.-

16 Now, I am going to eliminate health and welfare
>

| 17 because other people have talked about that, but>I/have two
I

| 18 notes I want to refer to. I was here in August and I.vas
|

! 19 one of the few who had the rare opportunity to go when the

20 panel vent and visit the nuclear plant and take#the tour;'
,

21 a nd as you gentlemen know, we were separated into two ,4

22 groups. And the group that I was with stood for a long time

231n f ron t of the containment building and observed what was

O
N ,_/ 24 there. And one from our group who was standing right beside

~

25 me noticed what we all noticed; that there vas n telephone

's
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() 'f in a promin en t', place .^
,

I \
< .

2 15 0 he asked.the guide who was with us how many
,

3 telephones are in that containment building, and the guide

4 answs red , one telephone. So I'think it is very obvious to

5 anyone w ho give,s, any thought to what a disaster might mean

6 that one telephone in the containment room, which the guide

7 did e.usure me is approximately the same size as the

8 con tainment room at T!I where there was the accident, tnat

9 one telephone it sadly inslequate, woefully inadequate. It

101s' amaziag that such a plant can be made. How in the world,
,

11 1n a disaster, doss one telephone take care it? Any
.,

*12 telepho'ne can go out of order...

f3 Then I discussed with the guide and asked questions

/' 14 about th3 shaits the men work on, and he explained to me --
-

15 and this is.h. nota I took a t' the time -- that there are4

p 16 t h r ae b'' nn Sach shift in the-containment room. There are
. -

"' #17 thrbe. . c. s daily, and there is no extra relief. So I,.a .c

3

18 sa,id,- well,.,1f one man is sick or an emergency or is not
,

( 19 the re , what happens? And the guide said to me, wall, if I,

20 a m sick , -- he is one Sf the men qualified to work in the

21 :on tain m en t room if I am sick and want to go home, then I--

22 phone the man who'li achedul'ed to follow me on the shift

23 th a t d a y and have him ccme in early.

) 24 To me, that is an absolute amazement. What could'

25 make any of believe tha t .t h at man was to come some hourss
~

'
e -

n y

v
_

.%' ,,
N "
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() 1later happens to ba at home to receive a call and will

2 come. And after he comes, how long is number one man sick;

/ 's 3 how long is he out and who replaces them? It is beyond
'

D
4 comprehension that such lack of plan can exist.

5 So the friend who was with me -- and he is a

6 professor in Wilkes College -- commented to me, this is a

7 China syndrome.

8 Now, I know that we owe all respect to this

9 committee, and very seldom I thin- does anyone stand up and
,

10 decide to say something disrespec.ful. But I think it would
,

11 be appropriate if I read a few sentences. I think that they-

12 will not cause resentment as much as they cause sadness in

13 the ears of all of you who hear them. I am sorry that some i

O'i 14 f eel this way, but it does express the feelings of millions

15 a n d millions of people.

16 I received a letter from one of my co-workers who

17 was unable to come, and just expressing her evn cpinien she

18 wrote in part, quote, "When I think of the nuclear madness

191n my de pre ssed sta te of mind, ! could without much

20 provoca tion trke a club to those jackasces who wield pcwer

21 o ve r u s . A club is actually too weak a weapon. Cf course,
i

; 22 the p2 an t will be licensed Tf sanity prevails, licensinc
j

23 will be ironed out before construction started. Who is

() 24 going to stop a plant from operating after the bic boyc have

25 invested all the money? The day's work should have been

m
gd.
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() 1 dynamited every night from the start. Sorry I feel so

2 pessimistic. That is my mood tonigh t."

(}
3 And this is a law-abiding citizen who is a

4 responsible person, someone who is a leader in the

Scormunity, and I submit that it is a tragic situation in

6 Ame rica where those of us who are responsible people and

7 have to minister over others feel so wrought up about a

8 condition af ter it has been going on fur years, several'

9 years, that we can express ourselves in sucn a way. And I

10 think come more consideration nust be given to the emotional

11 upset to all of us, not just -- I am ready to evacuate; I

1? packed, I listened to all the TV, I wa s a wa re of h o w .'.i t tle

13 they are telling us and I stay packed for a month and I

14 stayed packed and did not run for this length of time

15 because I have an escape route. I am one of the lucky ones,
i

16 I s m in the back woods and I have back roads that I can get

17 out and get onto an interstate highway to go west.

18 And the reople down in Berwick, w:3 1 1 , have no

19 chance in the world. Nobody on these two-lane roads where

20 there is no evacua tion, there is no way to cet out. And !

21 submit that it is a tr30sdy that we are leading to when it

22 ha p pens. None of us know when it will happen, who is goinc

>

23 to pa y for it. No one is willing to appraise and answer at

) 24 t h f.s pei n t . And I thank you.

25 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Dr. Such.

O
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(} 1 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

2 JOSEPH NOTERMAN

(~N 3 da. NOTERMAN: My name is Joseph Noterman,

{ 4 residen t, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania . My age is 74

5 Yesterday, you had your financial advisor here of

6 PPCL, and my broker always sends me up-to-date Merrill

7 Lynch , Pierce, Fenner C Smith, Standard and Poor's bond

3;uide. General public utilities sre no longer listed in

9 here because it is no longer a saf e investment.

10 I asked him why they are not listed and he told r.e

11 that they are no longer a safe investment. The bond ra ting

121s so low because of Three Mile Island and it is not there.

13 How I came into that -- I am buying utility bonds,

14 incidentally . Of course, they are telephone bonde, they a re

15 n o t electric bonds. I would not buy any electric bond.

16 I asked, you know, Governor Thornburgh has a plan

17 to clean up Three Mile Island and it is a subsidy to the
't

18 bond holders of GPU. A >.: it is nut private enterprise, 1:

19 th a t is th e way you want to look at it.

20 he suggests that you set up a cleanup fund with

21 f ederal money, u tili ty money fLom all t'.ie utilities in the

22 country, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. with Pennsylvania

23 con tribu ting , oh, $300,000 or more or maybe a coupla of

() 24 million dollars. They estimate that the cleanup vould be

25 around $900 million, close to a billion.

O
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() 1 Now, my broker tells me that GPU, they have about a

2 three billion dollar f unded debt in bonds. Those bonds bear

3 interest. Now, it is strange that these investors in CPU,

4 they want to receive their interest while they want the

5 pulic to pay for the cleanup, and all the band holders have

6 to do is withhold interest on their bonds for three years or

7 three and a half yea rs and that would be enough funds to

: 8 clean up the mess that they have there at Three Mile Island.

9 Ihe common stockholders are only going to withhold

10 dividenas f or six years. After six years, they will

11 continue to receive dividends on their earnings. So you

12 see , the reason I brought my age up ac 74 is because I know

13 tha t in a hotel like this, at a hotel, any hotel around
O'# 14 Allentown or b'illiamsport they had bond holders and they

15 did n ' t receive any interest on their bonds for 30 or 40 or

16 50 years. Ihose bonda sold for as low as $200, and they

17 took a loss and tha t is the risk I take when I invest my

13soney.

I

19 And I know that, and I do not expect the public to

| 20 p a y them for me. That is the kind of citizen I an. And
i

| 21 whe n I in.est my money, I takc a risk. And I either buy a

22 A A A bond or a EE3 bond or a 3 bond or a CCC bond or less,

23 a n d at is tha risk I t a '< e . And I de not see any reason

() 24 why Governor Thorn burgh cuggects that the wort.ing class of
i

25 people of thic Covaonwealth c.rould pick up the tab for

!

|
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(]) 1 cleaning up Three Mile Island when they have three billion

2 dolla rs invested in bonds.

3 This is the last issue of Appalachia; it is

4 published by Apoalachian Regional Commission. In here they

5have PPEL, pimtures of their Washingtonville plant. From

6 Power to Flower -- it is a very good story. It shows you

7 that they can do something with wasted energy, and what they

8 are doing up there in Washingtonville is they are using some

9 of this wasted stean to heat a hot house. Hero we have it,

i

10 -- a greenhouse.
; *

11 Now, PPEL, they contributed around $700,000 towards

l 12 this project and the ARC contributed I guess a certain

13 amount of money. You can all get this information out of
s

14 the last issue of App 31achia.
|

I 15 But it points up comething, folks. It points up

16 tha t PPEL is the greatest waster of energy in Northeastern

17 Pen nsylvania . They have a steam heat plant in Harrisburg

18 t h a t burns oil. All our legislators are encouraging school

19 dis tricts t o co 1ve rt from oil to coal, but they warm their*

20 backsides down in Harrisburg, all our legislators and all

I 21 o u r bureaurrafts are warming their backsides with steam heat

22 generuted with oil. Yet, Pennsy]vania Power C Licht owns

23 coal mines, and yet they burn oil and have been burning oil

() 24 all these years. So I do not think it is a very reputable:

25 :om pan y .

,

,

I

!
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(]) 1 Not only that, they do not first take off

2 electrical energy from that steam, which they used to do at,

3 one time. So all they do is take the oil -- oil, water

4 makes steam -- and heat all the buildinos in downtown

5 Harrisburg. Now, that is a waste of energy.

6 Another thing, they had a steam heat and power
.

7 plant in Scranton. They sold that. They had a steam heat

8 and povar plant in Wilkes-Barre ; they sold that. They had a

9 steam heat and power plant in Allentown and they sold. that

10 one . They had a steam heat and power plant in Reading and

11 they sold that one. And do you know why, folks? They do

12 not want generating plants in urban centers. They are
,

13 af raid of public ownership.

14 So they built them out in the boondocks and have

151on g transmission lines, and then what do they do with the

i 16 steam ? They waste it, they throw it out into the atmosphere

17 or pour it down a stream.

18 Now, when they had all these steam heat and poker

19 plants in the urban centers like Scranton and Wilkes-Ba rre,

20 Allentown, Reading and so forth and Harrisburg, they first

21 generated electr$ city and then with this wonderful hot steam

22 thav did not thros it out into the atmosphere; t!.:/ sold it,

23 they got two revenues out o f it . That is efficiency. That

k) 241s co-g enera tion , folks.

25 That is what they do at Penn State University.

O
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PO 1 Penn State University generates their own power, and with
v

2 the waste product they hoot all their buildings. In the

g 3 summertime, they have those conversion units and they air

4 condition all their buildings. Now, that is conservation,

5 f olks, and PPEL is not in the conservation business. And it

6 does not pay to be a conservationist if you are a capitalist

7 because they a_e guaranteed a certain return en their

8 :apital investment and the more money they have invested,

9 the more money they make. So it doer not pay a capitalist

10 utility to be in the conservation business.

11 Now, on this population, they have snother story in

12 here in Appalachia, very interesting. They have Appalachian

13 population 1960, 1970, 1950 --,-
!

'' ' 14 C!: AIRMAN GLEASON: Mr. Noterman, You have about two

15 m o r e minutes.

this is16 ?.R. NOTERMAN: Okay. Population growth - - -

17 the Appalachian Fagional Commission, folks. That takes in a

18 g re a t number of states. Pennsylvania has the lowest rate

19 g ro wth of all the states in Appalachia. It is about 1". It

20 1s interesting.

21 Now, South Carolina -- well, let's see, lecrgia.

22 0eorgia has a population increase of over 2C%, and North

23 Carolina about 11" population change, and South Carolina

(_,) 24 a b o u t 12" a nd so forth. But Pe n n s yl va ni a , their percent'

25 0ha nge is zero. Ihat is the percent change from 1960 to

7,
! )
m./

I

l
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1 1970 is zero growth.

2 The population here in Wilkes-Barre right now,
>

3 gentlemen, and the population of Wilkes-Barre is the same as

4 it was in 1900; 81 years la ter the population is the same.

5 Now, they, PPCL, is now exporting about 20% of their

6 generatini power outside of the system, that they now have

7 30% of their power is sold. And it wonders me how -- okay.

8 I would like to ask Penac,1vania Power & Light this

9 question. Cost per kilowatt hours, folks. Very

10 in t eres ting . I believe this must be either published by

11 PPCL or the NRC, but I am sure the public didn't arrive at

12 these figures. This is the Times Leader. It was

13 dis tribu ted here the other day, October 6, 1981. Ctr per

bNJ 14 kilowatt hour. Coal, oil and nuclear 1976 to 1980. 1980

15 nuclear, less than one-half cent. Oil, 4 1/2 cents, and
j

16 coal about one and a half cent.

17 Now, put this in your pipe and smoke it, folks.

18 When PPCL 70es to the PUC f or construrtion of a rate for the

19 consumer, are they going to use this half cent rate for us?

20 Then I am happy. Then thank God for nuclea r enercy because

21 ve are qcing to go down to one-half cent per kilvatt hour.,

22 I wonder if that is fiction er f act.

! 23 Wall, what rate does the PPCL use when they go to

O)( 24 the PUC for a ra te structure for us consumers? Do they use

25 the f our and a half cent oil rate? Do they usa the one and

'

O
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1 a half cent coal rate? Or do they use the nuclear rate of

21ess than one-half cen t per kilwatt heur? Isn't that

r'N 3 int eresting? There must be something wrong here with these

4 published figures.

5 And then I want to talk to the chief counsel zor

6 the PUC, this handsome gentleman right over here. I have

7 never met or saw a note effective chief counsel for a

8 utility company in my life, and I think he ought to be

9 applauded. But where is our representative? Where is the

10 representative of the citizens of the United Sta tes who pay

11 taxes and they pay all the wages, even the chief counsel for

12 the Pennsylvania Power & Light Company sitting over here.

13 You know, his objections always should to

14 applauded, you see, because he is doing a good job for

15 PPE L. And I just wonder where our representatives are, and

16 I am still waiting to hear from them. Thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN GLEAFONs Thank you, Mr. Noterman.

18 XP. FOTEEHAN: I wish I had about 30 ninutes.

19 CHAIEMAN GLEASON: Is there -- just for the racord,

20 you had 13 miautes, sir. Is there someone else who would

2111ke to speak now?

22 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

23 JOHN WALLOWAK

' O-

Q 24 KB. WALLOWAK hy name is John Wallowak. I have a

25 master license in plumbing and heating here in

O
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1 Wilkes-Barre. I have livs here all my life. I have worked{)
2 for the Department of Housing and Urban Development. I have

3 also worked in tha Disaster Eesponse and Pecovery

4 Administration arid the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

5I am an active member of the Susquehanna Environmental

6 Advocates, and I work for them in support of their efforts

7 to halt the impending operating license of the Susquehanna

8 Steam Electric Station.

9 Let the record show that I am totally against the

10 operation of the Berwick Nuke f or reasons I shall try to

11 briefly state here. Common sense brought me to realize that

12 nuclear power is not only dangerous, expensive and unneeded

13 by the people of this area or f or any other area of the
t's

14 country or the world f or tha t ma tter. Boiling water vias

15 nuclear means makes as much sense as cutting your tread with

16 a chainsaw; it is outright overkill.
,

17 Ihe nuclear plant is an absclute monstrocity of
;

18 design with its complicated piping, hydraulic and electrical

19 systems prone to defects in design, construction; most

20 importan t, defects in operation. It is a Murphy's law

21 waiting to be proved.

22 The ubiquitous Sr. Murphy. The utility assures us

23 and the government assures us to fear not; we have'

() 24 eve ry thing under control and nothing but no thing can happen

25 to a nuclear plant. Just look at the mathematics of the

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(} 1 odds of a meltdown or a Class 9 accident, if you will.+

l 2 Unfortunately, %r. crphy was unconvinced, and

("N 3 Three Mile Island happened. An unbelievably close brush

V
4 with a disa strous meltdown, a very unreal terror forced upon

5 the people of this region. Yet, we still cannot even talk

6about a Clsss 9 accident here at these hearings because the

7 NRC says it was a one-shot deal. Cf course, it will never,

8 never happen again. I remain unconvinced, and so will a

9 w hole 1.3t of other people.

10 Well, just what will it take? Another bigger and

11 better accident? I certainly hope not. But it seems it

12 will be the only way unless, cf course, tre harsh econonic

13 realities of nuclear power becone too oppressive even for
-

'- 14 t ' s most adventurous utility, willing to risk its entire

15 wellbeing in the hope that a reactor will n ever go critical.

16 But what of the vaste generated by a nuke to be

|

17 stored onsite m '. il there is found a graveyard of un finity?

18 This question more than any other is retoon enough to stcp

19 nuclear power generation. Unfortunately, the powers that be

20 hold great hope that some venerable scientist will come up

21 with a way to isola te the high-level waste from now until

22 ete rnity . But why do we still continua to make ?.cre of this

23 h o t stuff? I do not really kncv.

(*')
i

s 24 To a man of common sense and logic, it just seems

25 quite irra tior.al. But it seems we live in irrational times

V

I
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i and irrational beings seem to be in control. For the 30 or,

2 so years we will have and try to generate electricity by;

|. 3 nuclear means, we will leave a world full of pollution,q)N.'

4 poison and an ever-increasing threat of nurleir terrorism.'

5 Not a very nice place to be.

6 But the business of a utility and the industry in

7 g.,i. O . is to make money, and money is noney, no matter who1

8 or what it is that is destroyed in the process. I do not

9 know. The load growth is down; the utilities' excess

10 capacity is up. Still we will have the Berwick nuke and e.11,

1

.1f its dangers and all of its higher utility bills. It justT.3

12 does no t make any sense.

13 Io those pecple who think we need the nuke and all

14 of iu electricity, I have generally found them to have no

15 cesi understanding of how a nuclear power plant works, know;

16 any thing about its disastrous fuel cycle, or to sun up, they
,

! 17 really do not care one way or another. To those people I

!

18 have tried to talk, tried to educate, hcpe they will

19 understand just how senseless it is to have this plant, for

20 the f acts are on sur side. Still, they often ssk me why do

21 I care. You know, it just does not matter anyway; they will

22 do what they want, so why wasta your time?

23 To this I can only answer I am a man of conscience
I

24 and will not stsnd idly by while the quality of life

25 con tinues to degenerate on thic planet. Yes, I think peopla

O
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1should think more about the quality of t!. .r life rather

2 than the quantity cf some useful home appliance. !

J

3 To conclude, I really do not think the issue of<

i .

4 nuclear power is an emotional one. The facts, as I have

5 said earlier, about safety and economic" make, in no

6 ancertain terms, the illogical, immorsi cha racter of nuclear

7 power generation. The public has virtually no role in the
4

8 decision making process to build a nuclear plant, and that

9 f act is very evident by the strict confines here of this

10 hea ring . We cannot speak about the true horrors of nuclear

11 power f or the law does not allow us to do so. And thst is

12 some thing the Board, the utility and the industry will have

13 to bear if and when sometLing disastrous happens at Berwick.
I
V 14 Gentlemen, may your conscience be as clear as mine

151s toda y . Thank you.
,

16 CHAIRMAN GLEASONS Thank you. Is there somebody

17 else tha t would like to speak? If not, the Boa rd will

18 recess this hesring until 1 :00 o' clock today, at which time,

19 it will reconvene to ascertain if there are any other people
!

20 tha t would like to participate with limited appearances. We4

21 are doing that because some of the people that have written

22 and have signed up may have decided to come in the afternoon

23 pha se rather than this morning.

24 Thank you.

25 (Whereupon, the hearing recessed at 10:10 a.m., to

O
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1 reconvene at 1: 00 p.m. the san:e day. )
;
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'

() AELEE1921_EEEElG1I

2 (1408 p.n.)

; N 3 CHAIEtAN GLEASON4 If we could beoin again, please,

4 the session will come to order. We recessed this morning

5 af t e running out of available individuals to present

Slimited appearance stauements, and I see we do have a list

7 here of additional people and I will just call them in

8 o rd er - And if you would come up, keeping in mind two very

9 simple things.
I

to First of all, give your ncme and address to the
,

11 reporter , and secondly, keep your remarks within five

12 minutes .

13 DR. JCHNSRUDs Mr. Chairman, I do not have a
(~
\ 14 microphone a t the Intervenors' table- I hope I can be heard.

15 There are two points that I would like to have on

16the record relative to the appearance statements today. The
2

17 first is tha t during the break from sometime on the order of

1810:00 to 13:30 and noon there were persons who came, heping

19 to be able to speak at that time but were unable to remain

20 until the a f ternoon . Tney had been led to believe from the

21 article in the newspaper that the hearing would be

22 continuous through the day and would be very crevded

23 initially, so they purposely came farther alone in the

() 24 morniac.

25 The second point that I think is a matter of

()'
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(]) 1 substantiaI 7oncern, pa rtic ula rly within this context,

2 relates to a report tha t I have had this morning that the

(~N 31ocal newspaper announced the second day of public meeting
V

4 public limited appearance statements would be on the 22nd of

5 0ctober rather than the 23rd, and I would urge the Board to

6 contact the local newspaper in order to be sure that that

7 correction is nade, so the persons who were not able to

8 attend today will have the correct date.

9 CHAIRMAN GLEASON4 Well, th e representatives of the

10 press are here. I hope they will print the correct date if

11 1t was not printed correctly, and I will attempt to have

12 another announcement sent out of the Public Information

13 0f fice of the Commission.
O
\- 1-4 As far as people coming late, of course they have

15 their own responsibility to come when the Board iu in

16 session and we were available here for testimony.

17 Mr. Daniel Terrill.

18 LIMITED APPEAFANCE STATEMENT OF

19 DANIEL MERRILL

20 MR. EFFILL I am Daniel Merrill, a Director of

21 the Wayne County Audubon Society, Holly, Pennsylvania. The

22 Audubon Society speaks alt on issues vital to the survival

|

23 of nature and man. I represent the Board of Directors ant a

O)(_ 24 busload of people who could not afford the time or money to

25 come to this meeting.

O
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J' '' , 1 National Audobon President, Euscell W. Peterson,
,

2 former goternor of Delaware, when he was head of the

6 3 Sou thern Sta tes Nuclea r Council, who was a promoter of

4 nuclear power when ha was head of research and development

5 f or the DuPont Company and partial non-political member of

6 President Ca rter's TMI Kemeny Commission, had this to say in

7a letter to the New York Times published November 12, 19791.

8 Cuote, "If our report, the Kemeny Peport to the

9 Presiden t on the accident at Ihree Mile Island, is to be

10 boiled doun to one sentence it should read, 'If the risks of

11 nuclear pc ur are to be kept within tole rable limitr,

12 f undamental changes must occur in the orgenizatien,

__
13 procedures and practices and above all, in th.e attitude of

( )

~J 14 the Nuclear Peculatory Commission and the nuclear

15 industry.' It is ny own view that the only safe nuclea r

16 reactor is the sun, and that we should move agcressively to

17 capitalire on this abundant source of eneray .40 that we can

18 phs se out as soon as rossible the uce of the

1911f e-th r ea te nin g , manmade nuclear ficsion reactor."

|

| 20 We, the rate payers, of Pennsylvania Power E light

21 a n d our children will be payin; for this Eerwick nuclear

22 pla nt, whether it operates or not, whether its electricity

23 is need ad or not, whether it har:ks our health or kills us.

| r' -
24 We and our children will pay and pay and pay.

s

| 25 This Ecard continues to ignore tha public interect

m

I |
,/
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; (} 1in constant support of the private utility-government

2 alliance. We aro cutraged that this Poard will allow no

("A 3 discussion or consideration of life-supporting alternative

4 sources of energy.

5 We want to go on record in vigorous opposition to

I 6 your giving the go-ahead to the life-threatening
i

7 Pennsylvania Power ? Light Berwick nuclear reactor. I thank

8 you.

9 CHAlhMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Mr. Merrill. 'r.

10 Stilp , plesse.

11 LIMITED APPEAPANCE STATEMENT OF

12 GENE STILP

_
13 MR. STIL?: My name is Gene Stilp, I am from

N/ 14 Washington, D.C., I work for Ralph Nader as an attorney, and

ISI am formerly of Wilkes-Barre, and I came today with

16 prepared remarks, but I feel very ill and I thoucht it was'

!

17 very important, however, to come today to put these prepared
;

; 18 renarks aside and just make one or two comments.

I

19 First of all, I feel that it is a farce. I would

|
20like to second the motion of the centleman before me sayino

21 tha t this is an industry and government in bed with each

| 22 c her . And I just want to do.one thing at this time. Not i

23 only cha stise the Board and a .' s o the PPCL, but also, I would

() 2411k e te fust call on and chastise the citizens of the entire

[ 25 Northeastern Pannsylvania f or not doinc L.or e to and not

)

|
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1taking more of a public oposition to this plant.,

2 Tae people in 'Jilkes-Barre should realize, and the

3 surrounding communities should realize what is going on,
{^x

$ 4 what they are dealing here with. The bottom line is a

5:atastrophe not for, let's say, us but for our children and

6 our children 's children. And I do not think they realize

7 what they see going to do with the waste.

8 So I just want to conclude my remarks today. I do*

9not feel very well, but I do wish to chastise the Board and
,

10 the PPEL and the citizens. They have to take a stronger

11 action very soon, what this is going to go through. The

12 citizens should realize that the hearings are not final.

13 There are more things that they could do and they just have
's,

14 to get involved 4 So citizens should get involved. Thank<

15 y ou .

i

16 CHAIPMAN GLEASOF Thank you, Mr. Stilp. Mr.t

| 17 Palladino? Is hr. Palladino here?

18 MR. STILPs Mr. Falladino is the Chairman of the

i
19 N RC . I put his name on there to see if you knew who he is.!

20 CHAI? MAN GLEASON4 I know who he is. I do not
i

21 think that is a very proper way for ycu to act.

22 Ms. Unger?
|

| 23 LIMITED APPEASANCE STATEMENT OF

O() 24 l!NDA UNGEE

25 M5. UNGER: Linds Unger, Elysburg, Pennsylvania,
I

!

i
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1 medical technolocist representing myself. I feel thei

2 Americsn public is a victim of the nuclear indus+ y. We are

x 3 victims not necessarily of physical injury, but it may be

(b 4 possible in the next 250,000 years as we try and dispoce of

5 our plutonium aresenal, we are victim 3. Ce have been;

6 victiniced to finance the nuclear industry well over 30

7 years through income taxes and have unwillingly financed

8 power companies that build nuclear power plants through

9 utility rates.

10 Yet, worst of all, we have been victime of

11 ignorance about nuclear power. The industry has safely kept
1

12 secrets about radioactivity leaks, price increases, faulty '

~

13 construction, incompetent technicians, unaccounted for

'T
14 plutonium and no safe disposal for radioactive wastes.

15 List year, a Department of Energy report calculated

16 tha t the federal government provided more than $37 billion
,

1. to commercial nuclear power over the past 30 years.

18 Alternrate energy sources and solar power ha ve received so
!

1911ttle government support that it is considered

20 insignifica n t in terms of federal subsidy. Yet, they are

21 still expected to compete with the nuclear indurtry.

| 22 Because ")lar and alternate energies have been
j

| 23 sti fled, we have no choice but to continue paying electric

() 24 rates to companies buildinc nuclear power plants. The once

25 upon a time Tremise of nuclear power being safe and cheap is

(
}
.
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1no longer believable due to safety problems which we can{}
2 witness as we pay higher utility rates.

3 My question is why. Why must we face financial~

4 devastation , stockpiles of deadly radioactive vaste,

5 evacuation plans for our homes and the constant fear of

6 something going amiss at the Dervick nuclear plant just to

7 produce electricity? I am tired of hearing from the nuclear

8 industry tha t we need nuclear power. We do not.

9 The nuclear power supplied less than 11% of all the
,

10 electricity genersted in 1980. F;.en compared to all forms

11 of energy use including oil, coal, wood and gas, nuclear

12 energy only supplied a measly 2% of end use energy.

13 The United States as a whole has an electric.

14 generating capacity that exceeds the maximum demand which

15 would be on the hottest summer day by 35". A 15% to 20%

16 margin is considered adequate to assure all reliable

17 supply. This fact alone proves there is no need for nuclear

18 power. Conservstion and energy efficiency could drop eneroy

19 use by another 40"., and yet if more electricity were needed,

20 cal-fired plants with the latest pollution contrels can now

21 be built for much less than a new nuclear plant and there is

22 no evacuation plan needed.

23 I ask you, PPEL, if you tell the people at your

() " cozy visitors' center all the facts that I have stated, or

25 d o you carefully relect and omit f acts to your advantaga and

O
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1 victimize sgain, ss you feign a concern for t1e

2 environment? Are you really interested in your financial

3 concerns? Do you tell people that used fuel rods will be

4 stored in onsite storage pools because there is no known

! 5 substance that can contain them for 250,000 years?

6 Each time I hear of another death due to cancer I

7 cannot help but wonder if that person might have been spared

8 if we had more knowledge and more concern about our

9 environment, and we would stop any unnecessary release of

10 carcinogens and radiation. Nuclear power is not more

11 importan t than a person's life, and no one is immune to '

12 radiation. I just want the right to lead a safe and healthy

131.if e , w h ! t.- is gusranteed '.o me by the American
N

14 Con stitution. Thank you.

15 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you. Dr. Johnsrud?

16 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

17 ALOYS J. BALOGA

18 (TEROUGH DR. JCHNSBUD)
I

10 DR. JOHNSEUD: Mr. Chairman, members of the Eoard,

20 my name is Judith Johnsrud, I am a participant in this

21 pro ceedino. During the racess this morning I received an'

22 envelope f rom a person who had come intending to speak * t

23 who was unable to remain fo r the af terncon session due to
A
V 24 other commitments. He asked me to present his statement and

25 to enter it with attachments in the record. I am now
,

O
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(} 1 quoting his statement.

2 "My name is Aloysius J. Baloga, 10 Hillcrest Drive,

- 3 Dallas, Pennsylvania. I also own 14 plus acres of land in

4 Mif fland villc., less than four niles southeast of the PPEL

5 nuclear plant. The PPLCL electrical Sunberry-Jenkins

6 transmission line crosses over part of my land.

7 Xy intent was to build a small retirement cottage

8 on those 14 plus acres. Now with the nuclear plant so

9 close, along with the greatly increased electrical voltage,

10 it appears that my plans will have to be changed. I protest

11 this nuclear installation not only from my personal

12 situa tion, but specifically from the environmental damage

. 13 caused by chemical spraying of the transmission line

h'/ 14 rigat-o f-w ay and tN.e increased line voltage.

15 For example, ny property was chemically sprayed

16 prior to 1968. This ground is still chemically affected and

17 cannot be used for edible crops. Furthermore, if line
,

!

18 voltage are of no consequence, why did FPCI send me the,

|
| 19 attached letter? The attached letter reads, "Dr. Mr.
.

| 20 Saloga , entitled Pennsylvania Power C Light Company,
;

21 grounding objects located on 500 kV transmission

| 22 richts-of-wa y. Ungrounded metallic objects such as fences,
|

23 toolched s, swingsets, et cetera, located under or along or

() 24 within the right-of-way of energized transmissicn lines "ay

|

i 25 have induced voltages on them. 'a'hile these voltaces a re no t
i

O
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1 hazardous themselves, the person making contact with the

2 objects may be startled. FPEL wishes to reduce the

3 possibility of the public being annoyed while contacting thes

4 objects. This annoyance can be eliminated by ground

5 permanently-installed metallic objects. Should you install

6 any of the metallic objects noted above and wish PPEL to

7 check them, please report this situation to your local

i 8 customer service of fice. Telephone 717/ ''-2671. Small
r

] 9 portable metal objects s"ch as lawn f urniture and garden

l
; 10 implements will not be gecunded. Small objects should not
i

11 present annoyance to persons touching them. Signed, James'

12 L . Dewa r, PP Cl Represen tative." And the le tter is signed

i

! 13 Aloys J. Salogs.

14

15
.

j 16
;

i 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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( ') 1 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Dr. Johnsrud.
x_/

2 DR. JOHNSEUDs Thank you, understand.

( 'S 3 CHAIEXAN GLEASON: Is there someone else that
(,/

4 would like to testify? Yes, please come forward, in the

5 bark of the rocm. Yes, I am sorry, the lady in the -- she

6 talked to me before. You can follow her if you wish.

7 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT

8 CF KAPEN EPEICHEP
|
! 9 MS. SPEICHER: My name is Yaren Speicher, 19

lb Gaylord Avenue, Plymouth, Eennsylvania. I speak today ar .,

11 native of tnis area, as a mother, a teacher, a lover of life

12 and of the earth.

13
,

First of all, I would be very d el .'.c h t e d if we
: .

-s' 14 could turn of f all of these extravagant lisht fixtures. I

15 would be very happy to speak to you in the gicw of a single

16 candle. I light a syteel in any case.

17 CHAIEMAN GLEASON: I wouldn't do that. I' not

18 sure of the fire reg ula tion s he re.

19 MS. SPEICHER Ch, really?

20 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you.

21 MS. SPEICHEE: If my opening statements have not

22 mad e my positicn claar, let To s cate that I vehemently

23 oppose not only the opening of the Perwick nuclear power

||h) 24 pla nt , but its very existence to date, even its very

25 inception.

-gs
b'
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a

1 First of all, this issue concerns the abilities of

2 citi?.e as in the conmunity to control their own future. Very
;

3 obviously, the proliferation of nuclear power is a highly

4 controversial matter. The very fact that controversy exists

5 rega rding the safety of the Berwick nuclear fission plant is'

i

6 amole justification for a moratorium on this project until

'

7 all par .ies concerned might f eel confortable with it. A

i 8 private industry should not have the rig?~ to preceed with a
!

,

9 profit-seeking venture that could endanger innocent, even

10 gullible citizens.

11 Here I am not interested in what the risks are in-

; 12 terms of nrobabilities, the likelihood of a nuclear accident

,
13 occurring X times in X number of years.

i 14 CHAl? MAN GLEASON: Excuse me. Sir, will you take

15 your pictures and then just oc on back. *'e have sone rulesa

i

16 abou t th at.

17 MS. SPEICHER: Any nuclear risk is totally

18 una cceptable , and the tact that the public is alarmed should

19 be suf ficient cause for PPCL to bow out of Perwick. For

1

20 with regard to a nuclear accident and the leakage of
,

I

: 21 r ad io ac tive substances into the environment, it is graver
|
'

22 than a clea rcut life and detth situation. It is a quertion

.

23 of creating hell on earth through irreversible environmental

b9 24 pollution.

25 Secondly, for those of you whc are wondering who
a

O
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1 is this lady, she obviously does not have a backcround in
,

2 thermonuclear rhysics, let me say that I am not the least

3 impressed by so-called experts in the field who testify on
|

,

4 behalf of nuclear fission, for controversy ranges 4ven among

i the scientific community. To adopt the kind of scientific,g
6 elitism and to softly or not so softly put down lay people

.

7 as ionorant reactionaries is to evade the search for truth
\

8 and hence to degrade the name of science herself. -

'

.,

9 Unless scientists can reach agreement that nuclear

10 power is absolutely necessary and safe, and unless they can

11 convey a unified intelligible message to allay public

12 concern s, then PPEL and its ccunter;: arts elsewhere~in this

13 country have no Fusiness trying to' muscle their goods bn

14 u s .

15 At this point I would like to ref er to etainen t '

.

16 scientists who are quite vocal in their anti-nuke ef forts.

17 There is the Union of Concrtrned Scientists in Cambridge,

18 M assachu setts. Another well-known name is Dr. Peleh
19 Caldicott, mother, doctor, scientist, who has spoken

2Ginternationally regarding her medically based opposition to

21 nuclear powet plants, and who in 1979 revitalized an

22 anti-nuk e group known as Physicians for Social

23 R esponsibility.

O 24 or- 11==s re=11ae, e1=ect== or the t1=== ree11=c

25 Institute f or Sci ence and Mecicine, was twice a Nobel Prize

O
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)
1 winner, 1:: 1952 for his work to stop atmospheric testing of'

2 nuclear power and in 1964 in his work for his work in--

g

3 chemistry.,
,

( )
w

4 I Esuld like to quote another Nobel Prize winner,

5 George Porter, who said: "If sunbeans were weapons of war,

6 v'c would have had sola r energy decades ago." This statement

7 contains very many serious implications, twc of which I

8 would like to underscore

9 Number one, there is a link between nuclear power

10 pla nts a nd the weapons nanufacturi g. This is very chilling

11 * o ponie; on sn international scale.

12 Number two, solar energy is a viable option, a

13 topic which this Posrd ha. deemed fit to reject completely.
,

i
'

- 14 With regarc to what is taking place in this

15 cou rtroe m, c:. the one hanC we have opposition parties e"

16 it izen s e t r n as tly concerned stout the environr. ental, noral,

17 medica" r .11fications of the troposed operations of toe

18 naclear power plan t in Borwick. We people do not have the

19 resburces to bring in the a iner.t scientists who I referred

20 t o .

21 On t :: e other hand, we have energy s t. p p l i e r s ,

22 businesszen out to make moray. They have considered it

23 necesser y to hire le.wyers fros Washington, D.C., to iron out

h 24 U[e le7al technicalities necessary to get their businars

25 ope ra tinc. Without wichinc to dispa race as.yone personally,
,

y

L ,'
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(} 1we area residents cannet help asking ourselves, do these

2 lawyers f rom ***ashington really give a damn about what is

3 going on here or are they just trying to earn a pretty penny

4 f or their cleverness?

5 Furthermore, history shows us tha t the law always

6 drags behind the vision and the conscience of moral and

7 spiritual leaders. We have seen examples in the women's

8 suf frage movement, in the civil rights movement, in the

9 anti-Vie tnam movement, and now in the anti-nuke movement.

10 For the question of nuclear energy goes beyond

11 Ber v.i tk, beyond the amibiguities of current legislaticn,

12 beyond the details of the emergency evacuation plan, or the

13 reliability and efficacy of the cooling system, or the
O

14 capability of decommissioning a plant af ter 30 years, or of-~

15 dealing with nuclear wastes or of this or that particular

16 pla n t .
i
i

17 It is an issue that can only be resolved by coming

18 to grips with our f undanent al values as moral beings, by

|
19 pla cing the transition to nuclear power into the context of

20not only the economic and environmental, but also the

21 intern 1tional and spiritual arenas. Eo far no one has done

22 this adaqua tely.

23 :lo one can do mere than speculate about what life

I() 24 will be like even 20 to 30 years from now. Meanwhile, so

251on g an .h e toci: of nuclear energy is colored with discord,

(),
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( ]) 1 debate, ambiguity, greed, political nuances, let us keep in

2 mind the adage, a little bit of knowledge is a dangerous

~~''

3 thing, and say, no, PPCL, we do not want to split atoms to
us

4 light these chandeliers, we do not need chainsaws to cut

5 butter.

6 Thank you.

7 CHAIRMAN GLEASON4 Thank you.

8 LIMITED APPEAEANCE STATE"SNT

9 0F JOHN SHEAREE

10 MR. SHEAEEP: I'm John Shearer, 56 Edison Street,

11 Wilkes-B arre. I represent nyself and the Mennonite Church

12 a s a Christian pastor, and I ba se my commen ts on that

13 calling that I have to preach and t ;ad the gospel to cy,s
' )

~' 14 f ellow brothers and sisters on this planet and to tell you

15 how I feel.

16 I am going to respond to the great pacsage in

17 Deuteronomy 30: "I set before you today life and

18 prosperity, dea th and destruction." And I telieve that if

19 w e do not stoc th: nuclear power plar.t we have death and

20 destruc tion very much closer than we hav s ever had it.

21 I understand from tha research that is done by

221 er y reputable men that this a very dangerous thing, even-

13 t hough there .s no accident, that even if -- like in our

h 24 hoace we cannot keep the heat in no matter how well we

251nr ula te it , so ran the radia tion no t be kept in the actual

/ \
,/
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(~) 1instiument that produces cuer, but will make its presence
v

! 2 into the bodies of my trothers and sisters tha t live in thi s

(' - 3 valley and will harm them and will carry with them the
v

4 radiation. The radiation will stay in their crgans, perhaps

5 for generations bef ore it ecmes out, and has devastating

6 ef f ects on the genes.

7 These are my brothers and sisters, and I think one

8 of the reasons we are able to do this kind of thing is that

9 ve have forgotten bcw to feel, we have forgotten how to

10 cry . God says here, for today I command you, or Moses is

11 saying . "For today I command you to love the lord your God,

12 t o walk in his ways and to keep his commands, decrees and

131 a w s . Then you will live and increase, and the lord your
,.

It'~# 14 God will bless you in the land."

15 I think we can board up the nuclear power plant,

16 b u t better yet we can close it and let it be there for a

17 g r a nd museus piece for people in this land tha t have

18 repented on this day of Yom Kippur. We have repented and

19 turned around and said, this is a museum of the people, a

20 museum piece of the pecple who have learned to stop

21 ins a nity .

22 And we will say that in that contract we decanded

23 f rom FFEL that th e people that are employed there now be

h 24 given money to help th em make the transition fro.: the jobs

25 th e y so desperately need until they find another one.

p
,Y

\
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'

1 But if you are -- at that point there will be

2 dancing with joy often, when people come to see the nuseum

''~ % 3 piece. But if your heart turns atay *.d you are not
I

w/

4 obedient , and if you are drawn away to bow down to other

5 gods and worship them, I declare tc you this day that you

6 will certainly be destroyed, you will not live long in the

7 land .

8 h]Iow these words to sink into your hearts. They

9 a re trutn, not Ltcause they are in the scripture, but

10 because they are in the depth of my being and in th e de pth

11 of ycurs. This day I call heaven and' earth as witnesses

12 against you, that I have set before you life and death.

13 There are 30,000 tons of plutonium that are going
(.
\' 14 to be in our ground and la nd by the year 2020 at the rate we

15 are making wastes now. Tha t will d rain into the ground, as

161 t already has been f rom 'Jo rld War Two. At Hanford,

17 Wa shington, the plutonium is drc.ining into the water

18 s ys t en. That same kind of drainina vill go on in our ".rea,

19 f or our children and for us to drink, p ro b a bl y in our own

20 life. That will be our death and the change of our race ac

21 we have never knosn it before.

22 Now choose life, so that you and your children may

2311v e and that you mal love the lord y ur God. That is what

| || 24 i t ceans to love him, to love life instead of 6;struction.

75For ths lord ir your life. He is with us. He will help us

c
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}; 1 stop the nuclear plant.

'

2 The beginning of this passage says, what I r .'

('y 3 commanding you today is not too difficult for you or beyond
s ;

v

4 your reach. We can do it. It is going to be far cheaper

5 than what it would cost to decommission it in 40 Years from

6 now and to quard the wastes throughout its thousands of

7 years that it will be here polluting cur land for my

8 children and your children.

9 God help us to move to the point where we care

10 about more than our own guts today, because the word is in

11 our mouths and in our hearts. We know better. God help

12 us.

13 CHAIBMAN GLEiSCN Thank you, Hr. Shearer.
,m''

!

'# - 14 Is there someone else that would like to testify?

15 LIMITED APPEAEANCE STATEMENT

16 0F JOHN J. GEIFFIN

17 MR. GE!FFIN. My nace is John J. Griffin. T have

18 submitted here to the Commission a c ane ra l idea of what I

19 f eel about this thing, but I do feel -- and I havo given a

20 1ot of time and meditation , and think tha t the religious'

21 aspect here is beinc overlooked.

22 I think, as this gentleman troucht out here, that

23 being Yom Kippur and this it a day of stonement, and I can

| hh 24 a pp recia te , you know, how m uch this eans te so any people

25 of the Jewish faith, because they suffered six nillion

r^s
( I
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1 people lost because somebod y -- let's put it this way -- had

2 no respect for human life and -- excuse me I think the--

3 saddest thing today i that there is such little respect for
(

4 human life.
|

5 I am speaking ac an individual. I am with many
,

6 dif ferent civic groups. I have also been active with the

7 right to live as a national representative. And wher the

8 pastor said we should choose life, I just feel very badly.

AAnd what I am trying to give input here, and I think it's

10 los t -- I happen to be a veteran. I had 49 nonths
4

11 overseas. I was in the hospital twice. I shed blood for my
.
'

12 cou ntry . I certainly am pro-American, and I will shed blood

13 again.;

d 14 And I think the sad part is that we have to take

15 sides , like you are either for America, you are against

16 America , you are pro and con. And if there is one thing

17 t ha t we need in this country today -- and believe me, I am

18 nonpa rtisan -- I think we act to bring our countri together

19 a n d we've got to get ri'. of these damn things that are

20 splitting us up. And this i- ehat tha problem is.

; 21 I think there is good and honorable pecple trying
;

~ 22 to puch the nuclear, and I think there is good and honorcble

23 people who are agains; it. But if we resort to honesty,

24 decency and sincerity, and a little bit of meditation, I

25 think this is the only answer we have left, because ycu can
;

O
1

i
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(} 1 take the greatest lawyers on either side and if you get a,

2 good lawyer he can hang you or he can get scot-free.

3 So let's stop kidding each other. let's get the1

4 truth, and the truth is we are really doing sonething with

"

511fe here. This is not only our life, this is the life of

6 our childran, this is the life of our grandchildren. And

7 God knows what this is doing to the scul of peopla.

8 I happen to be a father of eight children and I

9 will tell you right now, any pu aac today has got a problem.

10 I think sincerely that, because the suicide rate is up three

- 11 tines as much in the last ten years with youth, that our
1
!

12 you th h a s g o t a burden on their shoulders that they do not

! 13 d e se rve , and I think we should try to take it off.

'' 14 And I think one of the greatest things today is

15 f ea r . And I know what fear is. I suff ered f ea r. I

16 su f f ered 49 nonths of fear. Nobody wants to die.

17 And the people today are feared they are--

18 f earf ul nf these plants, and we got to realize that- this is

19 not -- the uain thing is the mercenary, money thing here. I

20 think that most people would agree to have less electricity,

21 h a v e less air conditioner, have less heat and actually he

22 sa f e r .

23 9ecause if I nay just take one vain which I an

(~~~) 24 supposedly familiar with, that is with the pregnent w o n. a n(_
25 who has had a big problem up th ere after the Three Mile

O
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{}
1 Island episode, where there was a terrific rush to' abortion

'
2 clinics. Here is a lot of lives that were taken because

3 probably there was nothing wrong. But then again, because

i 4 they th o ugh t they were going to have a defective child, just

5 imagine the hysteria that we are stirring up in this country

6 today.
,

7 The mere fact tha t I see so nany emotions back and

8 f orth here is not good for our country. I am interested in

9 one thing today, and that is to try to get both sides to
,

10 think, because whether we vin or lose we are still

11 Ame ricans. And I think the main thing is that we've got to

12 be honest with ourselves, and I do not think we are. I

13 think on both sides, in all due respect, we are coing into

'v) 14 drama tics.

15 But the basic thing is human life. This is our

1611f e , this is our children's life, this is the life of

17 America , and I think the life of the unborn, which is being

18 com pletely ignored here. Here is a lot of people that are

i 19 af raid today in this area, and a lot of times you will find
,

i

20 in the f uture if this nuclear plant -- rather, this plant in

21 Berwick -- 3s permitted to go up, that they will be living

22 in constant fear.

23 And I think the people have enough of fear, and if'

| () 24 we do n o t need a thing like this I do not see .hy we shculd

25 f orce this on the people. That is ny own opinion.

O
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(} Thank you.1

2 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Mr. Griffin.

3
[

Are there other people that would like to

4 testify? Would you come forward, please.

5 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEXENT
'

6 0F E0BERT E. SHORTZ, JS.

'

7 dR. SHORTZ: My name is Sobert E. Shortz, Junior,

8 and I am speaking on behalf of myself.

9 CHAIEMAN GLEASON: There are you from, Zr.

10 Sho rtz?

11 MR. SHOBTZ: 60 North Pioneer Avenue, Shavertown,

12 P a .
1

1
; 13 And before I get into my remarks, I did want to

14 :om. men t that I am speaking on my own behalf , because it-

15 might seem that I am not because I have relatives who

16 appeared in the Wilkes-Barre paper named Joyce and Stan

17 S ho rtz. They are distantly related to me, and I am not here

18 on their behalf, although I do sympathize with them.

19 I just aanted to cention a few facts, my

20 experience in this -- in the hearings and things that I

, 21 consider relevant to it.
f

22 In the first place, I understand that in

23 yes te rda y 's "'a'a ll St re et Jo urnal" there was an article that

| h 24 said that the covernment of Greece had decided to establish

! 25 a program and invest hundreds of nillions of dollars to

()
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(')) 1 ensure that that na tion never has nuclear power. They want
'

..

2 to avoid it that badly.

- 3 And I just had to think that if a nation is

4 willing to make the commitment against nuclear power, that

5 maybe we are not in a position to take it a s an option.

6 Secondly, today is Yom Kippur and for me this is a

7 holy day. I sm not Jewish, but I happen to be Christic; and

8 the particular branch of Christianity I tend to believe in

9 would celeb rate today as a holy day. And in a way I feel

10 of f ended that this is the date chosen for these hearings,

11 berause to me it shows a disrespect for the pecple of the

12 Jesish f aith and ultimately God.

13 I realize that maybe there is not much that could

i )
14 have been done to avert this, but nonetheless I take it as a

15 sla p in the face.

16 I understand there were hearings on the first two

17 days about transmission lines and their safety. I would

181ik e to poin t out a book which is rather obscure, and it is

19 n o t -- it brings up an issue. I think the book is b3 a

20 f ellow named Ecbert Mont;e and it is called " Journeys Out cf

21 t h e Body." It has nothing to de with generating

22 electricity . It is his experience with what is commonly

23 termed astral prcjection.

h 24 And I only brinc it up because in his experience

25 h e found that he was able te do his astral projecting

j"%

.,-'
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() 1 easiest along the routes of trar:smission lines. So that if

2 he chose -- and I do not -- I am not here to verify astral

3 projection, but I think it is very interesting that he said

4 if he wantti to get from where he was to some other place

5the route of the transmission lines provided the easiest

6 access.

7 I think there are rather significant implications

8 here, because what it boils down to is if what he says is

9 true then a high-powered transm2ssion line can be a vehicle

10 f or espionage and internal spying. It can be like a

11 wiretap, only on a more personal level because the person --

12 if this is an ability that humans have. then a high-powered;

13 generation station of electricity in Eervick could be access

0 14 to anybody.

15 I do not know much more about it, but I think

16 may be that should be looked into.

17 I want to point out also that one of.the local

18 papers said that the appearances here would be linited to

19 the I-r rvenors, and today I understand that the

20non-Intervenors, the man on the street, so to sceak, is

21 being given his chance to put in his two cen'. .ch. And

22 y e t we would definitely have been misled to believe that

23 there was no oppor e. unity for that.

() 24 In other words, I do not think that these hearings

25 w ere really made known to the public very well.

O
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(~ N 1 The only other thing -- I am not an expert. I do
Q ,i

2 not have a degree in nuclear technclogy. I have studied

,r~x 3 electronics. In fact, I have studied electronics when I
-

i
x,'

4 wen t to college at the cormunity college here, and I am
4

5 basically a technician. So I do not claim to know the

6 workings of a nuclear plant.

7 So just speaking as a man in the street here,

8 anyone who goes up to the mountaintop can leak down

9 southward and see the Eervick towers. And I do not think it

10 t ak es a lot of technical knowledge to see that the

11 topography around here would channel, and the wind would

12 ch a nnel, if there were an accident in Eervick --I think

13 m os t o f the radiation would be channeled right up into
p
'~ ')t

14 Wilkes-E arre .

1" And I say that because I really believe that.

16 Tha t is how the wind blows and overything else. And the

17 mountains here are tall enough that they vculd have that

18 ef f ec t, whereas I do not think around uarrist.rg they

19 would .

20 So I think there is a significance. I think if

21 TMI had happened here that there would have been far ecre

22 iire consequences, sad I think that that should he looked

23 into much more, maybe. I do not know to what extent it has

h 24 bee n . But I as concerned abcut it.

25 So I think that wraps up everything ! have to

n
' ]
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(]} 1say.

2 CHAIRMAN GLE A SO:i a Thank you, Mr. Short2.

3 It is not the practice of the Chair to comment on
{s~]) -

j

4 comments made by witnesses, but since there has been

5 reference in two of them to the Jewish day of atonement, I

6 think I should make sone comment. 21 cst of all, it is the

7 Chairman of the Be';4's responsibility to establish, after

8 trying to ace.." $$sce the interests of everybedy, the

9 schedule for hearings. And I certainly was well aware that

10 today is the Jewish day of atonement.

11 We did not, for that reason, schedule a regula r
;

12 d a y of hearing. Realizing of course there were a lot of

13 peo ple that wanted to testify and there was something like,
. (
i '~ 14 I think, over 200 names that have been nent in to the

15 Nuclear Eegulatory Co m m issi o n , and that not everybody was of

16 the Jewish faith -- and certainly we have the highest degree

17 of respect for all days of observance for all religions --'

18 it seemed to me that this would be an appropriate time to

|
19 continue .

20 We do have to allow people an opportunity and we

21 wan t to allow people an opportunity, and the Commission's

22 policy is to allow people a n opportunity to speak.
3

23 Secondly, we have authcrized a second day, and it

rm,

t _) 24 is my information that these days have been advertised,

25 no ticed in the newspapers. They certainly have heen sent

O
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1 out of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, because I approved

2 the press release that went out, as we do for all hearings,

3 notifying people that these days, this day and the 23rd in

4 Berwick , were set aside f or this purpose.

5 So I hope that at least if there is somebody

6 off ended , you will at least understand that there was no

7 intention of doing co, and certainly we have the hiahest
,

8 degree of respect for everyone's religious observance.

9 Go ahesi.

10 MS. ECKENRCDE: Carol Eckenrode, Wilkes Barre.

11 To make the most of my opportunity, I am coing to

12 read wha t I have pre pa red . So forgive my not icoking up at

13 you, but I feel that is how I can best take advantage of
1%
D 14 this opportunity.

,

15 I said my name is Carol Eckenrode. I was born in

16 Wyoming Valley and I spent the last ten years traveling

17 through and living in many different parts of the United

122tates. I speak here today not primarily because of my

19 proximity to the Berwick power plant, i speak as a

20 concerned, saddened and very frustrated Ane rican citizen a nd

i 21 in habita n t of this very little planet.

22 I speak out right now in opposition tc the

23 licensing of the Eerwick power plant and in opposition to

24 the further building and licensing of any proposed nuclear

25 power plant in the country. Fow can I not be concerned for

O
4

f
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{} 1 my own physical safety, as well as the safety of every

2 human, when there is todsy, to my way of thinking, no

s 3 adequate solution to the disposal of nuclea r wastes, when

v
4 expert scientific data concerning related health hazards and

5 saf ety hazards differs and contradicts, when I have lived

6 through the Three Mile Island accident?

7 How can I not be concerned when I know there is
,

' 8 nowhere I can go to escape the effects of nuclear power?

9 There is no such substance as Eervick air or a Susquehanna

10 River that dces not empty into another body of water. How

11 could I not be sad when the world through which I make my

12 way is controlled by economy and politics, both of which

13 power structures ha ve adapted, packaged and marketed nuclear
r's
') 14 power to the American public as a necessary, safe product?

15 I tell you that I do not need or want nuclear

16 powe r. I am willing to censerve, cut back my energy

17 consumption and ?,odify my lifestyle appropriately, knowing

18 tha t nei ther the economy nor the quality of an American life

|

19 will de teriorat e as a result of a conservation attitude

! 20 replacing sn attitude of unlimited recources.

21 I kind of suspect that if everyone ' c current

22 paycheck or future paycheck depending either en this

2311cen si n g procedure or the proposed power plant opening, if

(D 24 all these people were te leava the roem now, ! do not think
~J

25 there wo uld be many people here. Put I think all of those

O
i
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1 people would have the good of America and Americans shared.

2 I learned that the good of Americans and the good

3 of America is the trust.and responsibility of American%

d
4 elected government officials, and I hope I did not learn

5 that incorrectly. I know that money is a vital concern to

6 every person, but I maintain that in the case of nuclear

7 power it is only a secondary concern.

8 I am not alone in my convictions. Many Americans

9 in every state in the country think as I do, but in all too

10 many cases their wills are either unknown or ignored.

11 So how can I not be frustrated? I do not believe

12 t h a t the msjority of Americans would deliberately endanger

13 themselves and their land by supporting the expansion of
r

s 14 nuclear power, if they are given an honest look at such

15 dilemmas as health and safety hazards, dispos 61 of nuclear

16 waste and evacuation icgistics.

17 I have rhosen nct to devote ny career to

18 politice. Yet the alternative, involvement in the nuclear

121ssue that is offered to me, th a t is ca sting a single vote

20 for an of ficial who does not state his views en nuclear

21 - wer in most cases, and becoming part of the record of

22 these proceedings, this involvement is unsatisfar: tory to

23 m e .

() 24 Some Americans who think as I do are slowly

25 organizing themselves into effective groups with legal power

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1and lobbying interests, so that an a- e count of Americansi

[}
2who oppose nuclest power can be ,- a i., proper reckoning

3 in thj s democra tic process.

4 From all that I can intelligently determine and

5 for no vested interest of my own, I am convinced that

6 nuclear power is wrong , that it is an unnecessary evil, and

7I think that we must recognize it as a wrong and get on to

3 devoting all positive energies to viable alternatives.

9 That is the conclusion of my statement.

10 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you, Ms. Eckenrode.

11 Would you come f orward , please.

12 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT

13 0F PAUL SUTCHKO
b
N/ 14 MR. BUTCHK0s My name is Paul Butchko. I live in

15 Wyoming Valley. I own approximately 42 acres of land in the

16 a r e a . It is four to five miles away from the power plant.

17 I am against the opening or the startup of this

18 pla nt , for the following reasons: There are no -- there is

19 no safety for the public in wha t I call the killing zone,

20 that is cne to 15-mile radius from this nuclear power

21 pla nt.

22 The area's roads are pt'.marily two-lane country

23 roa ds. A f ew accidents and panic during an evacuation will

() 24 ef f ectively halt sll traffic in the area. Besides that

25 point , suppose there is another gasoline shortage. Do we'

)
,

|
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1run out?{}
2 Nuclear wastes; the storing of 15 to 30 years

j 3 nuclear wastes onsite is not what I call a viable option.
s

4 This plant sh.,uld not go into operation until a safe and

i
5 permanent repository is found and is ready for storage, .not

6 to leave f or the phaseout of these units and then saddle the

7 public with the cost of monitoring an onsite waste storage

8 area and a phased-out plant.

9 This area has seen what business does with their

10 wastes. I am sure you have all seen the tailings in the

11 coal banks in this area.

12 The utility companies are proving that they cannot

13 run a nuclear power plant in a safe and sane manner..,

IT'

\m) 14 Everything from poor construction -- the South Texas nuclear'

to the operator ineptness, poor15 project is one of them --

16 jud gment on the part of mana7sment of Three Mile Island

17 point to the need of new operating procedure with increased

| 18 surveillanre ani training. I myself do not ralish the

19 thought of living near a plant where they are run by

20 trainees or inept operators.

21 The Nurlear Regulatory Commission -- gentlemen, I

22 consider you and ycur crganization a wolf in sheep's

23 clothing . You rule under the guise of a regulatory agency

() 24 when in fart you are nothing but an out and out proponent of

25 nuclear power. Your credibility was ade as strictly zero

O
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1

1and it will stay that way until you quit rewarding nuclear
{~}

2 f acilities f or the ineptness and sloppy operations.

3 It is time for you gentlemen to begin leveling-

4 stif f fines on these utilities, criminal penalties against

5 officers and operators of plants that ar- <, o n s t a n tly having

6 minor and major accidents. As to the regulations that nov

7 stand, there are no incentives for utilities to run a safe

8 power plant.

9 So far with nuclear power, the public has taken

: 10 all of the risks. The public pays the increased ra tes and

11 the public will ha saddled with the phasecut and the cost of

12 these Plants, while in between these utilities and their

; 13 stockholders will take in the profits.
G4

k) 14 It is now time for you gentlemen to reversr thiss

15 unholy trend. If you are still inclined to grant this

1811 cense, I pt3 pose to you that:

17 One, you allow no increase of background radiation

18 o f f of PPC:.'s property;

19 Two, a minimum of four or more rings of radiation

20 counters placed on the one, five, 10, 15, and possibly

21 2 0- mile radius of this plant, to be monitored by an outside

22 and in a different company or crqa niza tion;j

23 Ihree, place criminal penalties against the

(' 24 oCficers and managers for accidents that ralease any

25raliation into the air or wa ter;

O
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1{} Four, massive and doubling cf fines against

2 corporations for repeated accidents;.

3 Five, free electrical power and service to all

V('s
4 residents of properties in a 15-mile radius around the

5 plant, for partial payment for the stress, the tension and

6the gut fear of knowing that our families and our lives and

7 our property and e v e ry thing we have worked for all our lives
,

8 can be destro; >d with a weapon that cannot be seen, smelled,

9 felt or tested.

10 'Ji th o u t movement on the part of the d'uclear

11 Regulatory Commission and these nuclear utilities on these

12 and similar matters, then we as individuals will organize

13 ourselve s, begin the documer.tation of all officers and

(h
N/ 14 managers and Suclear Regulatory agency people, and Allegheny

15 Electric, so that when and if this facility begins to brino

! 16 hur t to our far.ilies and destruction to our properties, tha t

! 17 wc will be able to get to their property and their families

#8 with a minimum of bother and a maximum of efficiency.

19 Do not think that becauce you liv e in Maryland or

20 Allentown that you will be immune. And the day you load

21 your fuel rods in that plant, that is the day, gentlemen,

22 you will put your familiec, that is your wives and your

23 children , on the firing line with mine.

() 24 Either become a good neighbor, IE C1, and you-

! 25 gen tlemen a true regulatory coamission, or thic area will

O
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I

() 1become similar to other areas in the world where death and
!

2 destruction are a way of life.

3 Thank you.

4 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank you.

5 Is there somebody else who would like to be

6 heard? Yes, come forward, please.

7 LIMITE0 nPPEAR ANCE STATEMENT.

C OF PATRICIA KELLMER

9 MS. KELLMER: Patricia Kellmer, 71 Brown Street,

10 Mou ntaintop , Pennsylvania.

11 Among the many documents on file for public

12 inspection at the Austerhaut Free Library dealing with
i

13 Susquehanna are correspondence dealing with such things as

'

14 substandard sand mixed in the concrete and a memo dated
i

15 February 15, 1978, f rom the NRC to PPCL warning of the

16 sus ceptibility of austinetic stainless steel used in boiling

'7 water reactors like Susquehanno to stress corrosion

18 cra cking .

19 One memo in particular is one with which I take

201 ss ue , that of inadequate spot welds th roughout the

21 f acility . On March 25 and 25, 1979, Eechtel performed an

22 inspection on unistrut members at Susquehanna. I quotes

23 " Inspection indicated a high incidence of spot welds with

n
(,) 24 inadequate or no fusion, which may result in inadequate

:

25 strengt hs and may adversely affect the safe operation of '.ne

i AlCERSON REPORTING COMP ANY,INC,
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() 1 plant under design loading conditions."

2 I have doubts as to the containment building's

(" 3 ability to withstand immense pressure buildup, due to the'

N~3)+

4 incidence of these inadequate spot welds that have gone

5 untested and are now covered with concrete, possibly

6 inferior concrete at that.

7 Sloppy welds are doubly hard to accept in light of

8 the very common knowledge in thts area that Bechtel

9 employees are using company time, tools and components to
,

10 f ashion f ancy beltbuckles for sale as a profitable sideline

11 business. Eventually we the ra tepayers will pay for all

12 these improprieties in higher utility bills when

_ 13 construction costs are added in the rate base.
'

14 But I an afraid we will be forced to pay a bigger

15 price some day, our 117-3.

16 Three Mile Island was just a warning, which

17 u n f ortu n at ely for us all you on the Board did not need. I

18 have no face whatsoever in the es.pty a-surances of the NRC

19 or PPCL. The safety flaws can be glossed over and covered

20 u p on paper, but I still doubt the safety of that plant.

21 CHAIRMAN GLEASON: Thank. you.

22 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT

23 0F MAFGARET CSALA

() 24 MS. MARGARET CSALAs Margaret Csala. T. live in

25 Wilkes Barre.

O
.
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l

() 1 Recently I've done quite a lot of research on

2 nuclear energy. The , ore I find out of the dangers of this

3 f orm of energy, the more I become concerned about the future
v'.,

4 of my generation as well as many generations to come. The

5 problems and dangers of nuclear energy are too numerous to

6 discuss them all.

7 First and foremost on my mind is the danger o.

8 radioactive vaste generated by nuclear reactor 7. I am sure

9 you have heard this argument many times before, but every

10 time I hear it it renews my anger at the proponents of
,

n

'
11 nuclea r ene rgy .

12 This waste, although relatively small in volume,

13 will continue to be deadly for tens of thousands of years.

'/ 14 If prehistoric cavemen had generated nuclear waste, our

15 society would still be confronted with containing its lethal

b potency.

17 Currently the radioactive vaste is stored in

i 18 several f acili+1 es throughout the country and much of it

19 sits in tem pora ry installations at reactor sites. The

20 in s d equ a cy of certain facilities has been well

21 demonstrated.

22 In 1973 it was discovered tha t 115,000 gallons of

!

23 high levcl radioactive vaste bad leaked from a tank ct the

| () 24 Atomic Energy Comnission's facility in Hanford, */a s hinc t on .

25 The official investigation indicated that the tank had been

()
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{"
leaking for weeks, that no automatic alaro system hade

2 slerted anyone, that the management did not review

3 monitoring reports which should have alerted them, and they' rsg
b

4 had no formal training for these responsibilities.

5 There have been several additional leaks at .

6 Hanf ord and at facilities ir New York, Kentucky, Idaho, and

7 from ocean dum,7ings off California and Dela wa re .

8 We are over 30 years into the nuclear ace and in

9 spite of many claims and promises there is still no

10 satisfatory demonstrated technology for dealine with nuclear

11 wastes in a confident and satisfactory manner.

12 Another negative factor in the nuclear controrersy

131s the cost. Though it is a cheap form of electricity

14 com pa red to cos1 or oil, there are many other costs

15 involved. Construction costs for a new plant are tremendeus

16and once it is built it only lasts for approximately 30

17 yea rs. The radiation level in the plant becomes dangerously

18 high and it must be closed and sealed or dismantled.

19 This poisoned structure has been estimated to be a

20 threa t for at least 200 years. These inoperable plants

21 cannot be dismantled and T,oved without grea t expense and
,

22 eno rmous risk of exposure to surrounding areas, due to the

23 thousands of tons of steel and concrete permeated with

[J) 24 int ens e lavels of radiation.
%- -

25 At least 15 plants in the U.S. have already been

O.
i
|
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(j 1 closed and their disposal still poses a great problem t o d t. y .

2My hope is that the operation of all nuclear facilities will

3 be stopped until all the problens have been worked out and a

4 suittble way to store waste s found.

'
5 I think it is selfish and narrow-minded of the

6 government as well as the utilities to risk tho safety, even

711v e s , of those in my generation and many generations to

8Come.

9 CHATEMAN GLEASON: Thank you, ". s . Csala.

10 Is there someone else that would like to testify?

11 LIMITED APPEARANCE SIATEMENT

12 0F LEE CSALA

13 MS. LEE CSALA: My name is Mrs. Lee Csala. I'me 14 af raid my daughter and I have some of the same arcuments,

15 alt hough we have not combined research.

16 I would like to say that I think the Commission

17 h e re ana the President of the United Sta tes should call for

18 a m orat o ri u m on all constrt.ction pern.itu and operating

1911c en se s for nuclear plants until a proven safe nethod is

20 f ound for the disposal of all nuclecr vastes. To me this is

21 f o r e m o s t .

22 These wastes include the tailings from the millina

23 o f the uranium, the low and high level wastes from the
s

_

24 operation of the nuclear plants, and the plants themselver.

25 To begin with, these tailings, this ic something that is not

7.
'

/
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1brouaht up too often. This is the fine grey sand which is
{~}

21ef t over af ter the uranium ore is processed and which

3 contains radium and its associated radon da ughters.t

4 These wastes, which account for 97 percent of the

5 total volume of nuclear wastes, they are now -- probably

6 even more now, but as of last spring 120 million tons in

7 exj stence. They have been carelessly handled and usually

81ef t out in large opec olles or indiscriminate 1y used as

9 fill material. Radioactivity from these abandoned piles

10 enters the water tables as rain leaches the radium into -

11 surf ace and ground water.

12 Most people are now aware of the problem of

13 d '_9 posal o f low and high level wastes from the act2al
f's,

14 operation of the nuclear plants, but do they know the full%

15 extent of the problem? From the 72 commercial reactors

16 currently in operstion in the United States, there are 30 to

1740 tons of spent fuel every year terdporarily being stored in

181arge pocis of water. These wastes include such long-lived

19 and extremely toxic elements as strontium 90 and plutonium

20239.

21 All hoped for met *. ads of waste disporal have been

22 f ound unsaf e er technically unfeasible. These already

23 buried in concrets or stainless steel tanks ha ve leaked into

() 24 the surrounding soil and water areas. Highest hopes to date

25 have been for storage in abandoned salt mines. However, a
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() 1 Nobel Laureate in paysics, whose name is Dr. Hans Elfin,

2 among others, has said:

3 "There is no doubt that the salt mines could be

4 considered safe f or any normal waste products, but because

5 of the very large quantities of exttemely poisonous

6 suostances it is required that the repositories should be

7 absolutely f ree of leakage for a period of hundreds of

8 thousands of years. No rea sonable geologist can guarantee

9 thi s , simply because the problet is one of which we have no

10 exp erience . "

11 Already the utilities are runnino out of temporary

12 storage space and are asking the NEC to allow them to

13 increase their storage capacities at their reactor pools by

~~/ 14 red ucing the amount of space between stored fuel elements.

15 How ever, a loss of water and a crowded pool could lead to

16 ove rhea ting and massive releases of radioactivity.

17 Seldes men tioned and usually ignored until, at

181ea s t around here until yesterday, is the very lart phase of

19 the nuclear cycle, the decommissioning of the nuclear plante

20 themselves, which have only a 30 to 40-year lifespan. These

21 plants remain intensely radioactive fcr yea rs and, despite

22 w h a t was stated in yesterday's testimony, other people will

23 tes tify that this process will not be cheap or easy or

24 saf e.

25 3ther aspects of the waste storage problea to be
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1 considered are the problems of transportation of the nuclea r{}
2 waste to the disposal area, the dangers of an accident

3 involving nuclear plant wastes, as happened in Russia in

41958, and the skyrocketing costs of nuclear waste storage.

5 I do not have time to explore these concerns, but

Slet me close with a few questions: Who is going to pay for

7 waste storage and the decommissioning of the nuclear plants,

8 the utilities or the ratepayers and the taxpayers? What

9 communities and states, with a growing public awareness of

10 the dangers involved , will allow a vaste disposal site in

11 their backyard?

12 Who is going to be responsible for protecting th e

13 health and wellbeing af not only ourselves, our children and

14 our grandchildren, but literally of hundreds of future

15 generations of mankind?

16 Ty own answerr to the abcVe questions is that I am

17 not willing to pay fcr the disposal of radioactive wastes

18 which the atilities have created. I am not willing to lita

19 nea r a disposal site, nor to have nuclear waste transported

20 through my contunity. And I ar certainly not willing to

21 risk the f uture of mankind.

22 It is one small step for the danucleariring of our

23 society . I urge you gentlemen to deny PPEL their operating

( 2411cen se for the Susquehanna Steam Electric Plant near

25 Berwick .

O
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('l 1 CHAIEMAN GLEASON: Is there someone else that
v

2 would like to testify?

3 (No response.)rN
V

4 CHAIEMAS GLEASON: Mr. Halligan, I have rethought

5 my discussion with you. You are a party to this proceeding

6 and are not really -- these time periods are set aside --

7 M r. Halligan, just a minute, please.

8 As a party you had an opportunity at the beginning

9 of these proceeding: to mcke any remark s you cared to in an

10 opening statement. You availed yourself of that

11 opportunity. At the end of this proceeding you will have a n

12 opportunity to make closing rem a rk s.

13 And so that will bring to an end the public -- the

O 14 opportunity for lim.ited appearancer today. The evidentiary

15 hearing will commence again on Tuesday, and there will be

16 another cpportunity for limited appearances in Eerwick on

17 t h e 2 3 r '! of October.

18 Yes, ma'am?

19 (Discussion off the record . )

20 CHAIFMAN GLEASON: Thank you all.

21 ( '4h er e u po n , at 2:21 p.m., th e hea ring was

22 recessed , to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. en Tuesday, Cetober 13,

231981.)

('''') 24 * * *

25

( ,-,

y
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SUMMARY

p Purpose
.N)

This study is the result of an attempt to calculate the

financial impact of the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
'# (Susquehenna), a nuclear power plant being constructed by

Pennsylvania Power and Light Company (PP&L) near Berwick, Pa.

After a discussion of the financial costs and benefits of the plant

the study estimates the annual impact and the cumulative _, ten

year impact of the plant on the company's ratepayers. Finding

the impact to be substantial, particularly in the likely event that

plant does not run as well as the company predicts, the study proposes

that cancellation of the plant may be a feasible option and suggests

that the financial impact of cancelling might be sufficiently

mitigated so as to make the option preferat,la on cost basis alone,
(\

,
~

Final Cost

Based on the level of construction to date, the company's

estimate of completion date, and the pace of the licensing hearings,

the study uses an estimate of $3.6 billion for the final cost of the

plant and its auxiliary f acilities of which $3.24 billion would rep-

resent the company's share. This cost, if added to the company's

rate base, would represent a 147% increase over the current value of

all the company': holdings. The 1890 megawatts of the plant would

represent a 29% increase in the power capacity of the company.

Net Cost Over Ten Years

Several different components must be combined to assess the

/^%
Nj
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financial impact of the plant. PP&L hopes to offset the high cost
h
-V of the carrying charges by savings in fuel expenses and by increas- )

ing sales to the grid of which it is a member. In .he study are j

O severei exe P es rePrese#tia9 airrere"t caoices or vei=e for severei-i

parameters. ~ For the examples considered, the net cost to ratepayers

o_ver the first ten years of, the plant's lifetime will range from

$900 million* to $2.9 billion *in 1933 dollars.
;

As a particular example, we assumed that the plant is run at

q a capacity factor flat matches the national average for plants of '

Sesquehanna's size and type, 57%, and that Susquehanna frees other

PP&L plants to sell into the grid the equivalent of 60% of Susquehanna's

output. In this case we find that the plant will be a net cost to

ratepayers for each of the first ten years, and that the cost to

ratepayers over the ten years would total $1.5 billion *. We also
b)V calculated an example using. PP&L's predictions for capacity factor

and sales and found that in this case the plant would'be a net cost

j _t_o ratepayers for each of_ the first seven years, and that the costo
,

] ,to. ratepayers over ten years would total $1.1 billion *.
1

i
,

Annual Costsa

The costs due to the facility will not be spread out evenly,

For the sake of comparability, ril numbers in the suninary ano in the*

study will be reported in 1983 collars which are -djusted for inflation.
The cost, for instance, of the example mentioned at,ove will be more

than 5900 million. The worth of the cost, when expressed in 1983
G dollars, however, will be $900 million. All figures in the summary,

V to which this note applies will be marked with an asterisk.
_

C':
.
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over tne years. The revenue required by PPLL will jump sharply as

each plant is put into service. By the second year, when both units

are to be operating, the examples considered in the study indicate'

PP&L will reouire 33 to 41% more revenues than it would without
Gb the plant excludir9 the "best" and " worst" cast s. This is in

addition to the rate hike granted in4 January 19 1 ud the one the

company has announced it will seek in the summer of 1981.

Depending on how well the reactors operate, the inflation-

adjusted increases over 1983 levels will begin to decline. oy tne

fifth year the additional cost y ratepayers will have decliaed

to a real, inflation-adjusted figure 15 to 25% higher than it

would have been without the plant.

Depending on assumptions the study indicates that _it will

take eight to fifteen years before the annual benefits outweigh

p the annual costs. After that time, assuming no accidents or outages
a

due to regulatory or political action, annual benefits will start

to offset the costs of the early years. In the event the plant

operates as well as PP&L predicts, the crossover point will

occur in the eighth year, approximately. It will take nine more

years before the Senefits overcome the costs of the early years.

In the average case, it will take ten years for annual benefits

to surpass annual costs, but twenty-four before the early costs

are surpassed by the later benefits.

.

Estimated Economic Risk

In a proposed supplement to the Environmental Impact Statement

for Susquehanna the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suggested a method

to estimate the financial risk assumed by the comparif for a TMI-typep
G accident. Using the draft supplement's method, the study first

., - .- -- - . - . .. . - , - _ -
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estimates the full cost of an accident which would cost one

(') b:llion dollars * to clean up, adding in the costs of foregone
V

carrying charges, lost sales to the grid and replacement power,

and finds that a one billion dollar accident wouli cost ratepalersq
v

and stockholders $4.4* M 5.9 billion *.

By using NRC's estimate of the likelihood of such an acci-

dent, 1 in 400 per reactor per year, the study shows that the

annual financial risk to the company's ratepayers and stockholders

due to a THI-type accident ranges from $22 million* to 130 millior,'

per y_ ear of operation.

Operating and Regulatory Uncertainty

Far f: a. being a mrture industry in which there is little yet

to be learned, the use of nuclear power for electricity faces an

(qj uncertain future. Many unresolved safety problems fill official
v

lists at the NRC's offices. Zion-1, the oldest plant of Susquenanna's

size is only eight years old, a quarter of the ,'ay through |ts

expected lifetime. Dresden-1, a 200 megawatt reactor of :

Susquehanna's type was shut down in the late seventies, well before

its twentieth year, its pipes hopelessly fouled with radioactive

" crud." Dresden's utility is waiting until 1985 to decide what

i; will do with the plant.

PF8L is planning to collect from ratepayers money for drcommission-

ing and spent fuel treatment. The amounts being collected are based

on estimates of real costs, since neither problem has a commerciallyp,
viable solution yet.

As new problems arise at reactors throughout the country, the
/ 1
U lessoes learned will be applied to Susquehanna. A serious accident

-
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anywhere could generate political or regulatory pressure sufficient

-~s to shut down the facility.
.

As simple as it seems, we find: Predictions of the future _ '

that are based on the assumption of "no more surprises" are likelv

O
~

to be overly optimistic.,

1

<

External Costs

As with all industries many costs of the plant art "e,terna-

lized", left to neighbors and taxpayers to assume directly or in-
,

directly. Included in this category are threats to the health and

well-being of neighbors of the plant, the unnecessary use of water

to cool the reactors that supply electricity for use outside the

service area, health effects throughout the nuclear fuel cycle,
&

and government subsidies to nuclear power and to power plants in

general. In particular there is some rumor that coal-fired plants

) near the facility will be shut down, thus adding to the unemplay-

ment problem in the area and displacina coal consumptfoc.
.

! Cost of Cancellir.g Construction

As an alternative to the costs and uncertainties outlined above,

i
! the study offers a preliminary estimate of the cost of cancelling
, c

j r?nstruction. We find that the cost tg ratepayers jlf cancellina

i _is determined hy _tgo variables: the extent _t_q.which.the cost _tn-
i

date I;An he reduced by salvage and _ tax benefits .iuul whether Dr no_t

stockholders receive a return jul jdut unuseful investinent.

In the event that the cost-to-date can be substantially reduced<

( or that stockholders forego a return on the investment, perhaps in
i

a spirit of cooperaticn and enhantr i security, the cost of cancelling

O.

L
,

)
.-- ~ _ . . , , ....-,-_m.. , . . - - . , . _ , . . , _ , _ . . . - _ , . . . , , - , , - . - _ . . . . . . . . _ . . . - . . _ . . _ , - _ - - - . . . - - . - .
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can be reduced to approximately $1.2 billion * over the first ten

im
(j years. Over the next twenty-two years there would be an additional

cost to ratepayers of $396 million*.

(~) In the event that both the cost-to-date can be reduced by
%.J

half and stockholders forego their return, the cost of cancelling

will be $730 million* over the first ten years and an additional

$238 million*'thereafter.

We find that there is very little known about the extent

to wnich the cost-to-date can be reduced and find this dearth of

infonnation leads to an unwillingness to give proper consideration

to the cancellation of Susquehanna. Hence, we believe that: An

intensive, independent study should be conducted to find the

best ways to minimize the financial impact of cancellation on

ratepayers and stockholders. Such a study, if thoroughly carried
O
'\_ / out, will provide an accurate price tag for the cost of cancellation

and allow the option to be considered as an alternative to completion

and operation of the plant.

Annual Cost of Cancellation

Under the assumption of these examples the cost to rate-

payers of cancelling would lead to increased rates of approximately

20% ing the first year and a slow decline thereaf ter. In the more

optimistic example the cost would only climb 12% and then decline.

In neither case would the cost ir creases ever reach the high levels

(~T expected in the early years if the plant is operated. On the other
L.)

hand, if the plant is cancelled it would never generate a net

financial benefit for ratepayers.
(n)

-

_ , _ , . - _ _ , -. , _ _ _ __
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Wa suggest, however, that there are peg.rps-unmeasurable

benefits to a utility that maintains its status as a non-nuclear

w]
utility.

Nuclear utilities are tied to each other with financial
k
' responsibilities such as participation in the iitomic Industrial

Forum and in government-mandated insurance schemes, whereby each

assumes some measure of liability for the others. Utilities with

a large portion of their rate base invested in nuclear power plants

find capital more expensive to come by (see Appendix C). Further-

more a utility with a nuclear plant is subject to real risks, regu-

latory uncertainties and a political climate that can shift with

each election. Finally, we note, there seem to be special headaches

reserved for managers of nuclear utilities: extra expenses for

publ. relations, constant press attention, and stockholder and -

n) general public insecurities.t,
v

Need for Power

Even without Susquehanna,PP&L is in a very favorable situation

as a winter-peaking utility with a 35% reserve margin in a summer-

peaking grid. The rate increases necessitated by the completion

or the cancellation of Susquehanna will induce greater conservation

efforts by ratepayers, probably flattening growth in sales to zero.

If PP&L were freed from its heavy commitment to spending for

Susquehanna it could turn its attention to financing inexpensive

improvements in energy-efficiency to reduce its load and to
' assisting its indust-ial customers to co-generate power to boost

its capacity, thus assuring satisfactory levels of power for all
,O
C/ its customers.

.- . -. , . --_ . - _
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Introduction

O A would be diver who has climbed to a high platform will usually

feel compelled to jump, regardless of any misgivings. Climbing back

down seems too defeatist, too unthinkable.

PP&L is approaching the platform it set out for over ten years

ago and seems inclined to jump. We have tried in this study to point

out reasons why misgivings are appropriate. We have tried to suggest

that it is possible and that it would be I.rudent to refuse to jump

and to c1imb back down. The costs and uncertainties of taking the plunge

are considerable.

This study is an attempt to quant'fy the costs cf continued construction

and eventual operation of the Susquehanna nuclear power plants. As such,

O' it is not a definitive " portrait", but rather a detailed " composite sketch"

based on information, advice and suggestions obtained from many people.

There are, no doubt, possible refinements in the methodology and subtleties

we have missed. Nonetheless, we are confident that the " sketch" is

reasonably true-to-life.

Chapters 1 through 8 evaluate and discuss the direct and indirect

financial impact on PP&L ratepayers due to completion and operation of

Susquehanna. Chapter 9 provides a thumbnail sketch of the costs of

canacelling construction. Chapter 10 addresses the need for power in

the PP&L service area.

O -

O
.

?

|
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f~h
V PP&L

Pennsylvania Power and Light Company (PP&L), with headquarters

(] in Allentown, Pennsylvania, serves an area of approximately 10,000

square miles in east-central Pennsylvania. The company has approxi-

mately one million customers of which 88% are residential, 11%

are commercial and 1% are industrial and other users. Residential

customers account for approximately 36% of sales, commercial customers

for 25% and industrial and other users for 39%. Residential

customers account for 40% of the company's electric revenues,

commercial for 28% and industrial and other users for 32%.

The company's generating capacity is primarily coal-fired

(4,145 megawatts out of 6,470 - 64%), with an oil-fired plant at Martins

Creek (25%), hydro facilicies at Holtwood and Wallenpaupack (2%)
[ \
V and various combustion turbines and diesel generators (8%). Until

1975 the company burred petroleum only in its cts and diesel units,

but then the Martins Creek facility came into service and the company

began burning residual oil. In addition the company has a firm purchase

contract with the Safe Harbor Water Power Company for 76 MW.

In 1979 90% of the company's total output came from coal;

17.5% from residual oil; 0.1% from cts and diesel generators; and

2.4% froid hydro facili ties.

For the last nine years the company's biggest " customer" has

been the PJM grid. Since 1973 sales to the grid have amounted to
^

O) 24 to 37% of the company's total sales.!

During the same time the company has maintained a capacity

f}V../
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substantially in excess of that needed to serve its customers ut

peak. Only twice since 1973 has the company's reserve at peak dipped
~ below 30%. Since the winter of 1977-1978, the company has maintained

capacity in excess of 35% over peak customer demand.

PJM

PP&L is one of eleven electric utilities that make up the

agreement called tne Interconnection, the Pennsylvania--New Jersey--

Maryland grid, the Mid-Atlantic Area Council, the PJM or the grid.

The grid is designed to provide a measure of reliability and

flexibility for its member-utilities, as well as a system to ensure

he use of efficient (i.e., low operating cost) generating plants

|
throughout the region served. Es"ntially the grid, which serves

parts of Delaware, Virginia, and the District of Columbia, in ad-

| dition to the three states in the name, acts as one system in which
|

| all the plants of all the utilities interact. After the fact, those
i

| companies that provided more than their customers demanded are reim-

bursed and those that provided less are charged. The grid also

acts as a planning agency which directs, to some extent, the

building plans of its members.

The existence of the Interconnection encourages member utilities

to build larger plants than their ova service areas require and to

build plants with lower running costs rather than lower construction

costs. One of the drawbacks to the agreement is that the pricing

structure unduly weights the capital costs of plants. This occurs

because the price a selling utility receives or a buying utility

pays is determined by its running rate and the running rate of the

other plaats in the grid. Capital costs are left to each company's
\

ratepayers.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1

O One problem with such a system is that a plant with an ex-

orbitant capital cost and a relatively cheap running rate mcy be a

boon for the grid by producing electricity at a low price, but

the earnings to the company from th9 sales may not meet the

carrying coes and fixed operations and maintenance costs which

the company must charge its customers.

A loncer-range' problem is that the pricing system provides

a great motivation for the construction of new facilities. Every

small increase in efficiency, regardless of the increase in capital

cost per kilowatt, is rewarded by the grid. In effect, the economics

of the orid " externalize" the capital costs. That is, the capital

costs are borne by the individual company's customers, and benefits

are enjoyed by customers of all the grid's utilities.

Evidence of this can be found in the over-capacity figures

for the grid as an entity. At sumer's peak for the past five

I years (1975-1979) the grid has never had less than a 37% reserve

above peak. At the winter'c peak for the same period the grid

has always had a 59% reserve or more.

Susquehanna

In 1973 PP&L received a construction permit for a nuclear power'

plant, the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (Susquehanna), to be built

at Bell Bend on the Susquehanna River, six miles upstream from the

town of Berwick, Pennsylvania. A partner in the venture, Allegheny Electric

Co-op, owns an undivided 10% share of the fa:iitty. The twin reactors

were to be boiling water reactors from General Electric, each rated at

- 1050 megawatts electric. The price estimated for construction was

$1.6 billion. f

.

4
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In the intervening years estimates of the construction cost

have escalated. In 1978 a company spokesman estimated publicly that

; Q the two units could be finished for just under $2 billion. In the

spring of 1980 the company estimated a final cos'. of $2.7 billion. In
'

,

May,1981 the company released an estimate of $3.5 billion. Not

included in that amount are the costs of a proposed storage site for

low-level radioactive wastes, an emergency planning center, and an

upstream reservoir to be built to provide a supply of cooling water
,

to the reactors in +1res of low flow on the river.

The company expects that the sale to the grid of the increment

of electricity gained by the addition of Susquehanna will provide

substantial earnings which it will pass on to its customers. Ini

addition, the company expects to realize substantial savir.gs inO1

fuel costs, savings which will also be passed on to the customers.v

The addition of the plant to the company's system will have

a major impact on the rate base, that dollar figure of investment

on which the company is allowed by the Public Utility Commission (PUC)

to earn a return. The plant will add 1890 megawatts (the company's

90% share) to a system of 6,470 MW - a 29% increase. The cost,

; $3.15 billion (again, the company's 90% share) if the plant is

; completed for $3.5 billion, will be added to a current rate base of

approximately $2.2 billion - a 143% increase.

As is always the case with the addition of nuclear power

'_ plants there remain many undetennined costs that are assumed-by

the company with the first moment of criticality. Principally,
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,

the costs associated with radioactive waste disposal and with plant
4

deconinissioning are merely estimated and are not fully factoredi

: O into projections of costs for the future. In addition, costs are

i
not calculated for potential outages due to the peculiar regulatcry

O'

j climate for nuclear power, nor for the unusually high costs of accidents

at nuclear power stations.

The Susquehanna plants are nearing completion. Delays continuc
!

to surface. In September of 1980 the company projected an inservice

date of second quarter 1982 for Unit 1. By May of 1981 that target

date had slipped a year. Cu . 'tly PP&L predicts Unit 1 will enter

commercial service in the second quarter of 1983 and Unit 2 in the

! second quarter of 1984.

'

i
i

!O
.

f

!

!
|

|

|O !
,

i

:O i
,

.
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II. Final Cost of the Facility

Since the enouncement of the plan to build Susquehanna, estimates

of the plant's final cost have increased regularly. Estimated at $1.6

billion for both units in 1973, the final cost of the plant is now

G estimated at $3.5 billion.
b

,

Delays in completion add considerably o the final cost of ,

|

any generating facility. The licensing process is one source of2

delay. There are several others. In a recent press release

announcing further delay, PP&L mentioned licensing problems in

passing, and also cited delays in the progress of certain preopera-

tional testing, pending inajor modifications in pipe supports and

electricai cor're, systems. (Morning Call, May 6,1981, p. B3)

In ad_. . there are several other problems which may

further delay 'he completion date. Included in this cla s are

anticipated-transient-without-ccram, problems identified in the

_,/ - accident at Three Mile Island, Class 9 accident considerations and

a newly discovered problem in the design of boiling water reactors.

Fonnerly considered of little likelihood, an anticipated-

transient-without-scram is an accident in which a turbine trip-

occurs for some reason, yet the control rods fail to be driven back

: into place. Webb's* calculations indicate that such a failure could

lead to a massivt steam explosion within seconds. The explosion

would burst the reactor vessel, and possibly the containment4

building. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission had been treating the

issue since 1975 as a generic problem of no undue concern until the

p failure in June,1980, of control rods to insert upon command at the
v

Brown's Ferry 3 reactor near Decatur, Alabama. Interest in the

matter was revived and the the NRC continues to make recommendations

R. Webb, Accident llazards of Nuclear Power Plants. 1976, U. Mass. Press*

,
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to utilities operating BWRs- In several chses design modifications

have forced shu' downs and repairs, at ratepayer expet e. Requirements

for Susquehanna could lead to more delay and higher final costs.,

Q Investigations into the accident at Three Mile Island 2 have
%s

identified a number of problems which apply to all reactors. Resolution
;

i of these problems will ' lead to delay, down-time for operating facilities,
1
' and modifications. In the case of Susquehanna delays due to " lessons-
,

j learned" have already contributed to an increased price. Further delays

are not unlikely as the NRC figures out how to apply the lessons of that'

accident.

Prior to the accident at TMI ccrtain types of accidents were

categorized as Class 9 wipich meant they were "beyond the design basis"

of individual reactors. Generally onsidered unlikely, the class was

placed outside the scope of NRC license hearings. In the aftermath

I of the TMI accident the practice of limiting consideration of accidents

~ia NRC has decided to include inin the class had to be rethought. i,
;

each new facility's Environmental Impact Statement an analysis of

the results (and the probabilities) of various Class 9 accidents. This

process is being undertaken for Susquehanna and has, itself, resulted
i
! in delays. Should the study identify any problen.3, it could result

in recommendations for design and /or operating changes which will'

delay the completion or limit the output of the plant.

; In the process of studying the problem of anticipated-transient-

without-scram, the NRC has uncovered another design problem peculiar

! to BWRs: a pipe that is not protected by any backup system. If the

Scram Discharge Volume pipe should develop a leak, it could quickly

drain the reactor coolant and disable the safety systems. An Intervenor

O-

in the Susquehanna operating license hearing has raised the issue for

-- . . . - , -- - - - - . - - . . . , - . - - - - - , - - . . _ - . - - - , , - - . - . -
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consideratier.
i

Additional Costs '

The $3.5 billion figure for the completion of Susquehanna does-

{ not include several costs which will be part of the final cost: con-

struction cf the Pond Hill Reservoir, an emergency planning conter and
f

a proposed low-leve? radioactive waste site. Each of these will add

to the final cost of the Jacility at Bell Bend.

In the event of low flow on the Susquehanna, either the reactors

2 will be shut down due to a lack of cooling water or the capany will

need to add water to the river upstream to compensate for the volume

. it intends to withdraw at the plant. Since the PJM grid has its peak
i4

in the summer the cost of a mid-summer shutdown would be quite high.
'

Thus the utility will, most likely, complete its planned reservoir,.

) Pond Hill.

One of the lessons learned in the aftennath of the accident

.
at TMI has been the necessity of adequate emergency planning in

i

|
the event of an accident at a nuclear facility. PP&L has announced

{ plans to build and staff an emergency planning center -for thh
!

purpose.

The three sites for the storage of low-level radioactive

waste in the United States are located in Nevada Washington and
!

Scuth Carolina. Citizens ud leaders in these states are making it

!

| difficult or impossible for Pennsylvania utilities to count upon these

|- si6es for the disposal of their wastes. Hence PP&L has announ"ad a
i

f

; plan to construct a low-level waste; storage facility on the Susquehanna

site at a cost of $20 million.
,

|0
|
I-

I
|
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The costs of these additional orojects are directly due to

j the construct.on of Susquehanna and so should be included in the cost

of the facility. Due to difficulty in obtaining ealiable estimates

O for each of these costs, we wiii esseme e totei cost for the reservoir,.

emergency planning center and waste facility of $100 million.

!

:

O

'

O

O

:
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III. Costs and Benefits to Ratepayers

O
'

,

' Carrying Charges

O le e ietter deted aene ry :. ie8i, neriey Ceiiins iecimoed e

report that was prepared by Robert Ballard regarding carrying charges

for the plant. The report included a table ( Appendix B) showing the

I company's projected return for each unit for thirty-two years. In

addition the report calculated the levelized return for each unit:

16.3% for Unit 1 and 16.4% for Unit 2. The levelized return is the amount

i that would be collected each year if the cost were paid in equal install-

ments. *

If the final cost of the plan + should be $3.6 billion and the cost

should be divided equally between the two units. then the levelized annual

q cost to ratepayers will be $530 million for the company's 90% share. The,

V
actusi cost will range from $586 million during the first year both units

operate to $227 million in the last year of the depreciation schedule.
,

|
l,
'

Operations and Maintenance

' In a letter dated February 27, 1981, Robert Ballard reported that
,

the company expects total cperations and maintenance costs, less the

cost of fuel, to total approximately $100 rilli6n per year. Of the 90%

of that total which is the company's share roughly $56 to 68 million

would be for fixed costs. The remainder, at 2 to 1 mills (tenths of a

cent) per kilowatt-hour (kwh), would be tied to operation of the plaat.

From Appendix A we will assume $69 million in 1983 dollars for fixed

costs ($62 million in 1982 dollars) and E.3 mills (1983) per kwh for

O vari aie costs (2 s '" '982 =iiis)-
o

.
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; (" Fuel Costs

In the letter mentioned above, Robert Ballard reported that PP&L
- projects fuel costs of 8 to 9 mills per kwh. At 70% capacity this would<

t. /

represent $93 to 104 million per year. From Appendix A we will assume4

9.5 mills par kwh in 1983 mills fur fuel costs.

:

Costs

Assuming that both units were put in service at the same time, we

; can estimate the cost of the first year of service:

4

Capacity
1 2 3 4factor 70% 65% 57% 43% 22%

Carrying 586 586 586 586 586
charges

Fixed o k 69 69 69 69 69
Variable oh
Variable o&m 32 30 26 20 10

i Fuel 110 102 90 68 35

Total costs $797 787 771 743 700
.

(millions of 1983 dollars)
I PP&L predicted capacity for first year

; 2 National average capacity for large boiling water reactors
3

; Worst record for a large BWR, Brown's Ferry 1
4

Worst record for a large reactor, Beaver Valley, excluding TMI
i

.

---

t

>

Fuel Savings

; O The co Peny is reivin2 oa the seviaos from feei costs to heiP offset

the carrying charges ~ and other expenses of Susquehanna. From Aprendix A

we will use the estimate of 25 mills as the average cost of a kwh (in 1981

._-_._ ,_ _._ . . _ _ _ . . _ . _
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(] mills) which Susquehanna will dispace. At thic rate, assuming two years

of compounded 12% inflation, savings due to Susquehanna will accrue to

ratepayers at 31.4 mills per kwh. Assuming temporarily that the plant

operates at 100% capacity, this would represent a savings of $520 milliv

(1983). This figure will increase as the price of coal and oil increases

prcvided the plant continue; io function well. For the purposes of esti-

mating future costs and benefits we will postulate an inflation rate for

the costs of uranium, coal and oil.

Recently the uranium industry has begun to come under closer government

scrutiny. Rules regarding mine reclamation and uranium mill tailing sta-

bilization were recently passed, and wera immediately challenged in court

by the mining and milling industry. Hence, even in the slack market

now being experienced, it is not unreasonable t ? 9redict climbing prices
!

() for uranium.

Sales to the Grid
%

In addition to savings from cheaper fuel, sales of the increment of

electricity from Susquehanna into the PJM grid will also help reduce the

burden on ratepayers. In 1979 PP&L earned approximately 9.5 mills per kwh

beyond its cost for its sales to the grid. From Appendix A the figure for

1983 is predicted to be 14.9 mills per kwh.

Assuming the plant runs at 100% capacity and sells the entire 1,890

megawatts worth of additional electricity to the grid, earnings could

/7 accrue at $247 million per year. As inflation drives up the running rates
V

of PPLL and of the grid this figure will climb.

A
Impact of Capacity Assumptions'

The two previous sections indicate that Susquehanna would have the

.
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,q capacity to save and earn for customers $767 million. Depending on the
V

timing of outages for service and refueling, the cost of downtime for a

power plant can be reduced somewhat. ror the sake of this analysis, however,,

we will assume that downtime is a random event. That is, if the plant

should run at 70% of i*2 capacity we will assunie fuel sav kgs and earnings

are reduced to 70% of the potential. I

According to a letter from Robert Ballard, PP&L expects the plant

to run at 55 to 65% of capacacity for the first four years of service.

Thereafter the plant is expected to run reliably at 70% of its capacity.

These figures are somewhat suspect is that there is no large reactor of

Susquehanna's type with a record of operation near 70%. But if the company

manages to meet its projection, fuel savings would range from $286 to 338

million for each of the first four years and would totai $364 million

annually thereafter (in 1983 dollars). Earnings from sales to the grid

would depend upon how much of the increment of electricity from Susquehanna

could be r<ld. Assuming temporarily that the entire increment could be

sold, then earnings could r0nge from $136 to 161 million. After the fourth

year they would total $173 million per year (1983). Thus, after four

years, benefits could total f' '7 million annually.

If the company should manage instead to run at the national average

j for large reactors of Susquehanna's type, 57%, and sell the enti^e incre-

ment to the grid, the annue' enefit to ratepayers would be $437 million.
i
'

If the plant's capacity factor should fall to 43%, which equals the record

of the worst operating plant of Susquehanna's type, the benefits would

fall to $330 million.

O
'

Imnect of reiiure to Seii ruii Iecrement of Electricitv to crid

In the section above we assumed that the entire increment of electricity

.. .. . _. . - - - . - . - - - -- . . . , - - - . - - . . . . . - - -.
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[v') from Susquehanna would be made available for sale to the grid. Susquehanna

will be a base-loaded facility, which means that it will be used around

f') the clock whenever it is available for use. There are times during the
o

day and during the year when the running rate of the grid will drop below

that of the next 1,890 megawatts of coal-fired power that are PP&L's

next-cheapest after Susquehanna. At these times power from Susqw hanna

will not be earning for PP&L ratepayers.

In addition, although we neglect this effect in the analysis to be

presented, as other utilities in the grid replace their more expensive oil-

burning facilities with coal conversions, new coal fac;lities, load management

and other nuclear units, the PP&L power plants freed by Susquehanna will find

a reduced market in the grid. Thus the percentage of power freed by Sus-

quehanna for additional sales to the grid will decline with time.

O According to a report by Robert Fortune and Charles Russoli, in 1984

PP&L expects to be selling 6.3 billion kwh more to the grid than it actually

sold in 1980. Further, according to the report, both units of Susquehanna

are expected to be in service. According to information from Robert Ballard

regarding capacity figures the plant should be producing approximately 10

billion kwh in 1984. The figures ftom the Fortune-Russoli report thus

indicate that PP&L does not expect to sell the entire increment of elec-

tricity from Susquehanna to the grid. The Fortune-Russoli report for 1985

predicts sales to the grid 5.3 billion kwh above the 1980 level, a figure

that is 56% of the predicted output of the plant for that year. Hence

potential earnings from the grid should be scaled down somewhat.;

Using the figure of 63% sales for the first year in the hypcthetical

situation of the section on costs above, the benefits to the ratepayers

'

can be summarized:

,
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01

i Capacity I 2 3 470% 65% 57% 43% 22%factor

O
Savings on Fuel 364 338 296 224 114-

:

Earnings from
; the Grid 109 101 89 73 34

(63% sales)i

Total benefits $473 439 385 297 148

(millions of 1983 dollars)

1-4 See notes on page 3.2

___

O
.

b

O
.

O

;
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IV. Net Cost to Ratepayers in the Early Years

In the early years of its operation Susquehanna would be a net cost

to ratepayers. The savings in fuel costs and earnings from increased

O seies te the erid wiii not meke en the vers nish cerryino cheroes eed

other operating costs. Barring unforeseen occurrences, annual benefits,

could outweigh annual costs in eight years if the plant attains a record

of perfonnance well above the industry's best-to-date. If the plant should

run as poorly as one of the industry's worst-to-date (excluding consideration

of a major accident), it could take twenty years for annual benefits to

surpass annual costs.

The next sections of the chapter provide a summary of estimates of

the cost of Susquehanna in 1983 dollars for various postulated values for

several relevant variables: final cost, capacity factor, percentage of

Susquehanna's kilowatt-hours by which sales to the grid are increased, and

inflation rate. In particular a calculation is made of a "best" case,

which represents a level of operation well above the industry's best-to-date;

PP&L's predicted case; an average case using industry avarage values; and

a " worst" case, assuming a level of performance equal to that of one of

the natior.'s worst performing reactors, but not an accident. In addition

an example is presented in which PP&L's sales to the grid decline by 5%

per year in order to model the possibility of decreased sales due to the

changing running rate of the grid or to the failure of PP&L customers to

conserve.

The methodology for thesc calculations is presented in Appendix D.

O

O
I

. . - , _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ . _ - _ - _ _ - . - - _ - _ _ - - _ . . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - . _ _ - - - - _ - - - - _ _ _
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Q Final Capacity Rate of sales Infl. Ten year
Ex. cost factor to grid rate net cost

1 $3.6 B. 70% 65% 12% $860 M.

2 $3.6 B. pred. pred./60% 12% $1098 M.

3 $3.6 B. 57% 60% 12% $1518 M.

4 $3.6 B. 57% 60% 10% $1763 M.

5 $4.0 B. 57% 60% 12% $1889 M.

6 $4.0 B. 43% 50% 10% $2879 M.

7 $3.6 B, 57% declining 12% $1766 M.

Notes

Ex. 1 "best" scenario: No large boiling water reactor in the country has
a lifetime capacity factor above 64%. PP&L's
l'niform Forecast (see note for ex. 2) predicts
sales to the grid below 65% atter the first year.

!O Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in eighth year.

Ex. 2 - Predicted by PP&L: Capacity factors for each unit at 65%, 55%,
60%, and 65% for first four years and 70%
thereafter. In its Uniform Forecast for Utility
Analysts PP&!. predicts sales to the grid of
71%, 63% and 56% for the first three years.
We assume 60% thereafter.

Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in ninth year.

Ex. 3 " average" scenario: Capacity factor at the national zverage for
large boiling .ater reactors of 57%. Sales
to the grid at 60% of Susquehanna's output.

Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in eleventh year.

Ex. 4 - reduced inflation: This example indicates tbv decrease in
the inflation rate on the vat as components of
cost and benefit waald have a negative impact
on PP&L ratepayers. Except for the choice of

O value for inflation it is the same as Ex. 3.

Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in twelfth year.

iO

- . _ . _ _ -_ _ . _ _ . - ._. . __
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O
Ex. 5 - higher final cost: This example is to contrast with Ex. 3 to

show the impact of a higher final cost for the
plant.

Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in twelfth year.

Ex. 6 " worst" scenar io: This example assumes a $4 billion final cost,
no accident which could occur with a six to eight month

delay for both units or a one year delay for
Unit 2; a 43% capacity factor which matches
that of Browns Ferry 1 (although Browns Ferry
suffered a major fire, there are other reactors
that have worse operating. records and have had
no accidents - Browns Ferry 1 is a la';e boiling
water reactor like Susquehanna); 50% W e.s to
the grid is in the range suggested by t'* PP&L
Unifonn Forecast (see Ex. 2) and jibes ' th
a figure suggested in correspondence with Charles
Komanoff of New York; and 10% inflation was
selected as a reasonable, low n,imate for the
costs of fuels and operations and maintenance
charpes.

Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in twentieth year.
# Ex. 7 - declining sales: PP&L's Uniform Forecast for Utility Analysts

suggests that the company expects sales to the
'grid to decline. This example assumes a decline

of 5% per year in the sales to the grid of power
freed by Susquehanna.

Annual benefits outweigh annual costs in approximately
the fifteenth year.

___

Annual Impact in the Early Years

The financial impact on ratepayers of the addition of Susquehanna to

PP&L's system will not be spread equally over the years, There will be

O a tyrp increase in the early years of 30 to 40% as the two units are

placed in service. After that the net cost ir, real dollars will tend to

"T decline as inflation eases some of the costs and augments 'the benefits.
(G<

Under the assumption that the facility operates reasonably well, that

there are no major changes required as the industry and its regulators

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _
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O resolve some of the outstanding safety issues, and that political and

regulatory pressures, perhaps in the aftermath of an accident elsewhere,

do not foreclose the nuclear option and mandate Susquehanna's shutdown,

the plant could become an annual benefit rather than a drain around its

tenth year of operation (see Notes above). It is then possible that

after some further years the benefits will accrue sufficiently to outweigh

the earlier, rather staggering costs.

In the section ,iust above we looked at the net cost over the first

ten years of the plant's operation. The costs ranged from $860 million

to $2.9 billion in 1983 dollars depending on the choice of parameters

and assuming no major accident. The chart below looks at how the costs

are spread out over the ten years. Appendix E explains the methodology

in some detail. Essentially the revenues required by PP&L without and

with Susquehanna were calculated. The percentage increase caused by the

plant can tc en be calculated.

Annual Percentage Increase in Revenues Due to the Addition of Susquehanna

:

_Eg* year # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 16 28 ?? 17 12 8 3 -1 -5 -8

2 17 33 30 22 15 9 4 .2 -4 -7
'

3 20 35 30 25 20 16 12 8 4 .5

4 20 36 32 28 23 19 15 12 8 5

5 23 41 36 30 25 20 15 11 7 3

6 28 51 46 42 37 33 29 25 21 18

7 20 35 31 27 23 19 16 13 10 8

O *See Notes to table above for detatils on examples.

_ _ . ~ . _ . _ . _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ . , _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ . _ . _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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h Discussion

From the first section of this chapter it is clear that, assuming

no more major surprises in the United States nuclear power scene, Susquehanna

will be an annual drain on ratepayers for somewhere between seven and

nineteen years. After the " break-even" point, at which annual benefits
J

balance annual costs, the plant will still take many years to offset the

net cost of the first years. For example, in the " average" case (Ex. 3)
,

the annual benefits will outweigh the annual costs in the eleventh year,

but it will take approximately fourteen more years for the net benefits to

match the net costs of the first ten years. In the "best" case examined,
,

the annual benefits will start accruing to ratepayers in the eighth year,

but the net costs of the first seven years won't be recouped by ratepayers

until the seventeenth year.

It is worth noting that there is no large plant in the world with

sufficient longevity to allow a realistic assessment of the operating
4

charqcteristics of a fifteen or twenty year old thousand megawatt plant.

Dresden 1 in Illinois is a 200 megawatt plant that began operating

in 1960. Like Susquehanna, Dresden 1 is a boiling water reactor; however

it is only one-fifth the size of each Susquehanna unit. Dresden was forced to

close after less than two.ity years of operation its pipes hopelessly fouled with

radioactive " crud".

The first section of the chapter indicates the substantial :.t to

ratepayers as a group. PP&L will require : te increases sufficient to
f

; cover one to three billion 1983 dollars in the first ten years. Section two

; indicates that the bulk of those extra dollars will be needed during the

scond through fifth ye3rs. Ratepayers will be burdened with increases ofn

U from 30 to 40% during the second year. Under hopeful assumptions the cost

will decline in real (inflatiori-adjusted) dollars by the fifth year to a

15 to 25% real increase over 1983 levels.

,. -_ -. . - - _
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V. Estimated Econouic Risk

In a Craft of Supplement 2 to the 9 raft Environmental Statement for

Susquehanna (NUREG-0564), the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission provided a,

method for calculating the economic risk to a utility, its creditors and

its ratepayers of running a nuclear power plant. Briefly, the draf t says

that the product of the likelihood of an accident and the rinancial conse-i

quences of the accident gives an estimate for the economic risk the plant's

owner is assuming.

This is not a new approach, but the difficulty has always been to

calculate the likelihood of a given accident. Farly in the last decade

the Atomic Energy Commission undertook to finance such a study. After
'

several years the study, which unof ficially bore the name of its principal

author, Norman Rasmussen of the Nuclear Engineering Department at MIT, was

released. It soon fell under criticism by many groups and individuds, and,

just prior tc the start of hearings on the operating license for Susquehanna,

the Executive Summary of the Rasmussen report was withdrawn by the NRC.

It is always easier to predict past events. In the draft Supplement 2

the NRC Staff has chosen tr. use the accident at TMI as a "model" accident

| on which to assess the costs and the risks. The Supplement notes that,

"The accident at Three Mile Island occurred in March 1979 at a time when

the accumulated experience record was about 400 reactor-years. It is of

interest to note that this was within the range of' frequencies estimated
,

by the [Rasmussen report] for an accident of this severity." Although the

draft fails to heed its own words, it clearly implies here that 1 in 400

is the probability that is rcasonable to assume for an accident of the

severity of the one at TMI.

The draft Supplement notes that the accident generated serious

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ -. .
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f attention to nuclear safety problems and suggests that the resulting

improvements should reduce the risk somewhat. It concludes, however,

O that "the improver . in safety from these actions has not been quantified. .. .".

In order to calct;' ate an estimate for economic risk at Susquehanna

we will assure 'ie NRC's figure for the probability of a one billion dollar

accident: 1 in 400 per reactor per year. (It is worth noting that if such

a number is accurate there is roughly one chance in three that anothe.r

j such accident will occur before either Susquehanna unit is scheduled to

| begin commercial service. The resulting furor would not ease the efforts
i of PF3L to bring the plant into use.)

To calculate the entire cost of a one billion dal!ar accident we

need some assumptions and we nr.ee to add in the costs of replacement power,
J i

lost sales to the grid and carrying charges. Fuel and variable o&m mosts
4.

j will be eliminated.

For this calculation we will assume that an accident in 1984 shuts

Unit 1 for ten years and one billion 1983 dollars worth of cleanup and
i

~ closes Unit 2 for three years. Carrying charges for the two units would

be paid by ratepayers and/or stockholders for the thirteen reactor-years lost.
;

Fixed o k continues on Unit 2. Fuel savings are lost, as are earnings<

from the grid. We will assume that the two units would have run at the

" average" rate of chapter 4's Example 3. The methodology is described in

'

Appendix F.

Essentially, carrying charges for Unit 1 for ten years and for Unit 2

O for three ere eemmed end ed;>sted to 1983 doiiers. 'osses of ruei sevia9s

and sales to the grid are summed and adjusted for inflation. The fixed

ok for Unit 2 during its three years of inactivity is adjusted to 1983
.

dollars and counted as a loss. Finally, one billion 1933 dollars are

added for the cost of the hypothetical accident. The total cost of the

_ _ , - . . _ . - . - . .. - - -.-,- . - - - ~ .
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: O nost#ieted eccideot ir $5 926 biiiio" (1983)-

To evaluate the risk the company is :issuming by operating Unit 1 in

1984, we can multiply the total cost of damages and losses by the NRC's

probability estimate, 1 in 400. In this w y the estimated economic risk

due to operation of Unit 1 is $14.8 million. Since Susquehanna has two

units the figure should be doubled to $29.6 million (1983). The following

table includes the total cost of a one billion dollar accident occurring

in the given year ant. the annual utimated risk of running the two units.

Year of <

accident 1984 1. - 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Cost 5926 5671 5438 5215 5034 4861 4705 4564 4438

Estimated
es economic 29.6 28.4 27.2 26.1 25.2 24.3 23.6 22.8 22.2

\ ) risk

(figures are in millions of 1983 dollars)

i

The estimated economic risk represents an effort to evaluate and

quantify, however inexactly, the risk to ratepayers and stockholders (but

not to neighbors) of the operation of a nuclear power station. As such

it should be considerad a real cost and should be added to the projections

of chapter 4 and Angendix D. If this were done it would add $229 million

to the cost of each of the ten year scenarios is chapter 4.

Note

We have been working in the context of the accident at TMI terving

as our model. It is worth noting that the chance of TMI-2 bcing returned
O
V to service is hard to estimate. Ten years is certainly a lower limit.

,
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g

i W In the event that Unit 1 in our hypothetical accident is never returned

to service the additional cost due to lost carrying charges and forerone

. fuel savings and sales to the grid would total approximately $4.8 billion.
.

j Hence, the cost of an accident in this different version would rise to
:

| $10.7 billion ir.1983 dollars for an accident that occurs in 1984. The !

I

j estimated economic risk assumed by PP&L in operating Susquehanna is thus
.; ,

; raised to $53. 5 millionin 1984. As in the chart above the real dollar.
!
i risk would decline slowly as the years go by.

!
'
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VI. . Additional Operating Costs Incurred

O Witn tne first moment of criticeisty inside tne reector Peat win iocur

substantial additional costs. Included in this category are decommissioning.

O sPeat f#ei treatmeat. storese eaa aisoosei. ena io -ievei weete aisPosei.
4

In addition PP&L will incur a significant set of premiums for insurance

once it attains the status of a " nuclear utility".
'

If the plant runs for as long as expected, it will be decommissioned

after 30 to 35 years. According to PP&L's William Hecht the company is
3

hoping to collect from ratepayers and set aside for future use $20 million

per year. At this point it is not eveident that a plant will have this

long a useful life. Of six plants put into service before 1965, three
,

have been shut down, apparently permanently, one is scheduled for decom-

missioning after a life of 24 years, and one has won a temporary reprieve

from an NRC mandated closing. Gf the three that have closed none had a
O,

useful life of even twenty years. The oldest plant of Susquehanna's size,

Zion-1 in IlJinois, has been in service for only eight years.

As is crue of all reactors in America today, Susquehanna will have

to store unsite highly 7adioactive spent fuel for an indeterminate number
' of years. Several other utilities have found themselves so plagued by

this bulky, highly toxic fonn of nuclear waste that they oave had to go

to substantial expense to expand their spent fuel pools to accomodatej

j the annual addition of more fuel assemblies. According to Mr. Hecht,
| PP&L estimates the cost of spent fuel disposal at 245 mills per kwh in
i

| the early years. He says that the company's fuel cost of 8-9 mills

h includes the 2.5 for spent fuel.

The disposal of low-level radioactive waste is a problem that is

Q growing in America. For a temporary solution PP&L is planning to construct
,

and seek a license for a low-level facility of its own. The ongoing costs

| of such a facility are hard to estimate, as is the eventual cost of its
|

!
|

' ._ .--..,_,,_.,,.m,.,__,,,,._._, _ , _ , . _ . . . , , , _ . _ , , , ~ - - - , _ _ _ - - . , - - - , - , - . - - , - - - - - . -
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dismantling.

Underlying all these costs is the problem of dealing with

O radioactive wastes. It bears mentioning that if the plant is not made

radioactive, all of these costs will be eliminated. It is also worth

noting that the costs listed in the paragraphs above are estimates by

the Department of Energy. Since decommissioning of a reactor the size

of Susquehanna's has never been accomplished and since previous attempts

to reprocess spent fuel hafe been failures, there is little hard evidence

on which to base the estimates. Those suggested by DOE may be accurate

or they may be hopelessly inadequate.

Several insurance schemes peculiar to utilities with nuclear plants

are currently mandated and more are beir.g considered. PP&L currently

() estimates the cost of it participation in the insurance pools at $10
v

million per year.

O

-
, .

_. .___ . _ . _ _
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VII. Potential Additional Costs
'

Liability Under Insurance Schemes

O In the mid-1950s the U. S. Congress passed the Price-Andersor, f.ct

which, among other things, set a limit on the liability for offsite

damages in the event of an accident at a nuclear plant. During the

twenty five years since, Congress has amended the Act several times.

While the limit on liability has not yet been raised, Congress has seen

fit to spread the liability, in part, over the nuclear utilities. As

the Act now reads, in the event of an accident in which damages exceed

$160 million, each reactor will be assessed a share of the next $370

million, up to a limit of $5 million. No utility may be assessed for

more than two accidents in any one twelve month period. Thus, putting

Susquehanna into service will incur a potential liability of $18 million

per year for PP&L's 90% share. In the last session of Congress bills

were introduced, but not acted upon, to raise each utility's share to

$50 million per reactor. It seems likely that the liability limit wil'.

be raised when the Act comes up for renewal in 1985.

In addition to liability under Price-Anderson, the nation's electric

utilities are considering several other self-insurance schemes in the

aftermath of the accident at Three Mile Island. Such schemes are deemed

desirable to protect against the high cost of replacement power and

against the unexpectedly high cost of onsite property damage.

Under Price-Anderson and whatever additional schemes are implemented,

O PP&L ratepayers will be accepting the liability for nuclear utilities

throughout the country, not just for PP&L over which they have some, if

somewhat limited, control.
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O costs "eodetea 82 ""cieer eo er ae9#ietio"i

There are costs that are harder to estimate. The history of nuclear-

;

power plants in America has been one of continual regulation. As problems

I are discovered utilities are urged or forced to comply with new standards.
!

The fire at Browns Ferry 1 in May,1975, the discovery of improper stress
:

; calaculations for pipe supports at several reactors in January, 1979, the

accident at Three Mile Island 2 in March,1979, and the failure of control
,

rods to insert on connand at. Browns Ferry 3 in June,1980, have all led to

extended outages for existing plants and to construction delays for plants

being built. .i most cases, costs associated with these outages and deiays

: have bem passed on to ratepayers.

Sincc the industry is not yet mattfre, and will not be until several
l

i large scale reactors have ended their useful lives and been decommissioned,

problems with desig; and operation are likely to c.ontinue to appear for
i

fifteen to twenty more years. If Susquehanna is run, it will share these,

uncertain risks and it will be subject to regulatorily-mandated modifications
; as problems arise in other plants.

In addition to these considerations, the possibility exists that

reactors throughout the country might be ordered to shut down or to operate

only at low-power levels in the aftermath of another major accident at
.l

i some nuclear facility.

Cost of an Accident at Susquehanna

Two years after the onset of the accident at Three Mile Island estimates
,

of the cost of cleaning up continue to grow. Chapter 5 contains some
|

- estimates of the cost of a similarly-severe accident at Susquehanna. The
,

>.

1
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O estimates in that chapter range from $5 to 10 billion in 1983 dollars

for cleanup, replacement power and lost sales to the grid. It is

important to bear in mind that the TMI accident was not the ultimate

accident that represents the maximum possible cost. These figures are,

however, actual costs at an actual nuclear plant.

It is clear that the industry and others will try to establish

insurance schemes to protect against such costs in the future. Progress s

on such schemes has been slow, however. In addition, there is no progress
|

| of which this author is aware regarding the costs incurred for outages of

sibling reactors in the event of an accident at one unit of a multi-unit

site.

Cost of Capital

The nation's investors are becoming nervous about the status of

utilities with a substantial fraction of their rate bases invested in

nuclear power (see Appendix C). For PP&L completion of Susquehannt will

mean . hat 22% of its capacity is worth 59% of its rate base. It is likley

that investors will be wary of such a precarious situation and will

demand a higher return for their perception of higher risk. Thus future

building plans or conservation plans requiring the utility to raise capital

may well cost more due to the addition of Susquehanna.

O

O

- __
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VIII. External Costs

O Throughout the PP&L service area, and elsewhere, there will be

costs to citizens and ratepayers that operation of the plant will require.
'

Many of these costs will be external, that is they will never appear on

electric bills or on FP&L's books. They are no less real.

Citizens living in the vicinity of the plant cannot obtain insurance

for themselves or their property, because insurance is not available.

Estimates of the cost of offsite damages due to a large accident at a

nuclear plant have ranged in government studies from $7 to over 200 billion

dollars. The Price-Anderson Act's limit on liability of $560 million per
" accident pales beside the official projectic7s of notential costs.

As electricity prices rise for industrial and connercial ratepayers,

the cost will be passed on to consumers in the area. Indeed, higher rates

may discourage future reindustrialization in the area.-

The plant at Berwick will draw its cooling water from the Susquehanna

River. Since the company does not need the power for its customers, but

is using it to free other plants for sales to other members of the grid,

operation of Susquehanna would act to " export" the water for use elsewhere,
i

tbs denyino access to would-be users in the area.

Health effects from the entire fuel cycle are not accounted for in

bills to ratepayers or in dividends to stockholders. From the mines to

the final waste disposai sites, Icw-levels of radioactive materials con ~

| tinue to be released into the environment. The effects are not measured

nor are the costs distributed.

O
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IX. Cost to Ratepayers of Cancelling Susquehanna,,

( 1
Ns

Cost in_ Early Years

x_) It had seemed to us that if PP&L could be assured of recovering the

capital it had investea in the plant, then it would be able to consider |

alternatives to continuing. In a May, 1981, meeting company repres ntatives

indicated that the only way they would be able to consider halting would

be if they weie allowed to earn a full retern on the investment-to-date.
|This would include a return for bondholders and preferred and cornnon '

stockholders, taxes and a return of the investement.

The company has spent about $2.4 billion so far. It is clear

that some of the costs could be recovered through sale of equipment and

fuel. Further recovery of part of the investment could be realized through

(N savings on income taxes according to the company in a response to a stock-
V

holder resolution this year. For the sample maalyses below, we will

assume that the amount to be reco',cred can be reduced to $2.0 Lillion,

to $1.6 billion and to $1.2 billion. Of these figures the comapny's share

would be 90% each.

First we will consider the cost to ratepayers under the assumption

that they assume the entire cost of paying a full return. Then, to

demonstrate the impact of a cooperativo approach we will consider a second

| case. One of the primary, but unquantifiable, benefits of cancelling

construction is that ratepayers and stockholders will be freed of the

responsibilities and the headaches of being the customers and owners of,

/\

V a nuclear ut "ity. This benefit will accrue to both parties. So, for our
|

second case we will make the assumption that cotanon stockhoidars forego a

(] return on the unfinished Susquehanna investment. They will, of course,

continue to earn a return on the rest of PP&L's investments.

_ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ - _ _ _ _ -
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9.2

; O in tne e8sence a ee e xerete fi ere we wiii meke the essemption9

; that half of the company's return is for common stockholders. Eliminating

this portion of thc return would also cut taxes in half. This assumption<

would reduce by about 40% the cost to ratepayers of cancelling the plant.

To calculate the cost in 1983 dollars of cancelling, we have used

the inelegant solution of writing out the carrying charges for each year,

reducing them for inflation, and adding them up. The table below summarizes

the six cases and the cost to ratepayers over ten years and then overi

1

the 32 year lifetime planned for the plant.

Final cost Full or 10 year 32 yeardfter tax and partial
Cost Costsalvage returnr

_
;

i $2.0 billion full $2,032 M. $2,691 M.

$2.0 billion partial $1,219 M. $1,615 M.

$1.6 billion full $1,625 M. $2,153 M.

$1.6 billion partial $975 M. $1,292 M.t

$i.2 billion full $1,219 M. $1,615 M.
,

$1.2 billion partial $731 M. $969 M.

'

(cost figures in millions of 1983 dollars)

:
!

Annual Cost in Early Years After Cancellation of Construction

The financial impact. on ratepayers of cancellation of the plant would
,

not be spreed equally over the years. In current dollars, the actual

O dollar-cost unadjusted for the changing value of money over time, the

cost will decline gradually as the years go by. In 1983 dollars, the

'

inflation adjusted figure representing the worth of. the money, the cost.

will, of course, drop more quickly. This is because the carrying charge,-

which makes up part of the cost of continuing and all of the cost of

________---_ _ - __-- _______-______ _-___________________- _ -__-__ _-- _ _--_-_____ _
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O canceiiine is aet infietiea-ed3usted out is coiiected eccordino to

the schedule given in Appendix B.

As in the part of the chapter # in which we addressed the annual-4

| impact on ratepayers of completing the plant, here we look at the annual

impact of cancelling, expressed as a percentage cf the expected rates

i 'without the plant. The examples of the table below are the same .s those

in the table above. the figure in the left column is the cost to be recovered,

the F or P indicates a full or partial return. The next ten columns list

the annual p?rcentage increases in rates for the first ten years.

To calculate these figures we have as:umed that the base rates of

the coa.pany would be the same as those in Appendix E which we used for

the earlier calculation of annual cost. We also assume here that the

carrying charges for both units begin to be collected from the first

O year.'

Percent Increase Due to Cancelling Susquehanna

!
.

Cost Return year # 1 i 3 4_ 5 6 7 y. 9_ 10

2.0 F 34 31 28 26 24 21 20 18 16 14

i 2.0 F 20 19 17 16 14 13 12 11- 10 8

; 1.6 F 27 25 23 21 19 17 16 14 13 11

1.6 P 16 15 14 12 11 10 9 8 8 7

| 1.2 F 20 19 17 16 14 13 12 li 10 8

1.2 P 12 11 10 9 9 8 7 6 6 5
,

| (figures given are the percentage of real increase
over the level needed without the plant)

Average Case

for a look at an " average" value of these options we will suggest

that stockholders are willing to cut their return in half, but :;ot omit

!

!

.~._,,,_..__.._._.._,.-.,.___,._,_,.._,__.__,,,_..,,,...._...._,,.,,m.-.._. . , , _ , _ _ . _ . . , , . _ _ _ , , . _ , . _ _ _ _ _
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(j it completely. Further we wil' assume that the company would manage to

redace the present % st-to-date by one third to $1.6 billion. The ten

year cost of the plant to ratepayers would total $1,300 million and the

annual increases over the rates needed without the plant would be:

21, 20,18,17,15,14,12,11,10 and 9% for the first ten years, respec-

tively. I f c.t ' at time stockholders vould forego further return, the.i

cost remaining for ratepayers would be $317 millio, over twenty-two years.

Nscussion

What we see is that the cost of cancelling construction can be made

quite corgarable with, or even cheaper than, the cost of continuing over

ten years, if (1) stockholders and ratepayers share the burden or (2)

I_
the cost of the plant to date can be reduced substantially through salvage

i

L/ and tax benefits. In the event that the cost cv be reducea and the

stockholders and a +epayers share the cost, the cost of cancelling the

plant for ratepayers would be far less than the cost of having it over

tan years.

It is true that if the plai.c is completed and runs very well it could

be earning a " return" for ratepayers in the form of rates lower ti.an they

would otherwise be after eight to twelve years. On the other hand, it

could run poorly, break down completely or be forced to close in the wake

of problems at other r>pecors. This is a gamble.

The rough figures given here indicate that ratepayers could benefit

,ubstantially from cancelliaq the plant over the first ten years, espe-

cially in the event the company can reduce the cast to be recovered or

the stockholders share in the decision by waiving their return on this,

6
-

" part of PP&L's investment. After ten years ratepayers will still have

a small sum to pay of f over tha next twenty-two years and would forego
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( the chance, large, small or non-existant, of recouping the costs of

the early years. For waiving this opportunity they would have rates that

never would approach the levels they would with the plant in its early

years, and they would retain the security of being customers of a

demonstrably efsicient, non-nuclear utility. Stockholders would have

foregone a return on a partial investnvat. For their sacrifice they

would retain the freedom from responsibility for other companies'

nuclear mishaps and from worry of the nightmare that has befallen the

stockholder. of General Public Utilities.

In the case of the " average" scenario suggested, PP&L's stockholders

would receive a reduced benefit for the first ten years in the form of

half the normal return. In addition, they would have the increased security

af owning a non-nuclear utility. As compared with the " average" example,,

( )
" of chapter 4, ratepayers would save $218 million (1983 dollacs) in the

first ten years of operation. They would also never experience the very

high rate hikes of the early yea w of plant operation. The savings

over the first ten years would pay off more thoa two-thirds of the $317

mili;on they would need to pay off over the next twenty-two years.

The annual burden on ratepayers would be substantial, but substantially

less than in the first few years i: the plant were completed. Ratepayers

would 'oe frer of the expense that comes with regulator-ordered shutdowns

in the wake of the resolution of unresolved safety problems and of acci-

dents occurring elsewhere. Ratepayers would also be free from worry of

() the potantial for extra costs and from concern for their physical safety

suffered by ratapayers of the GPU t.Jmpanies and other TMI neighbors.
~

3
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X. Need fo'r Power

--# There are two measures of growth for an electric utility: sales growth

and load growth. Sales refers to the number of kilowait-hours (kwh) solo

during the year; ?oad refers to the demand placed on the iystem by its

customers at any given moment. Peak load occurs at that hour of the year

when demand by customers is at its highest. For PP&L the peak is typicallv

experienced on a cold, cloudy, weekday morning in January or February. It

is growth in the peak that is generally meant by the term " load growth".

It is load growth that is of critical concern to a utility for it

is the peak that aetennines how much capacity must be built in order to

sen e customers' demand. On the other hand it is the . umber of kwh used

that is of primary interest to each customer, since the bill is based

on usage, not on the load added to the system.

One recen; result of this apparent diversion of interest has been

the trend for people to use small, electric space heaters which use fewer

keh than central or baseboard electric heating systems. If many people use

these space heaters for a shot of local heat before they leave home for

the day, the combined impact can add a substantial load to the uH lity's

system. This factor may have been a contributing cause to the large jump

in PP&L's demand from the winter of 1979-80 to the winter of 1980-81.

PP&L's Situation

PP&L is in the tortunate "osition of being one of the few members

of the grid which has its annual peak in the winter. Primarily due to
,

j heavy air conditioning loads in the cities of the more southerly members

of the gri.1, the PJM has its peak in the summer. At PP&L's peak hour in

January, 1981, it required 4,835 megawatts of capacity to supply PP&L,

customers' aggregate demand. At that time the company had a system capacity
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) of 6,546 megawatts, including a firm purchase contract for 76 megawatts.

The extra 1,711 megawatts represents a 35% reserve above the peak Thct

means that at the hour in the winter et which demand was at ?:s highest,

PP&L nad the nominal capacity to supply 35% more prwer than its customers

demanded. Far from being concerned about being able to meet the peak

demand, PP&L was sufficiently coVident it would be able to do so

that it had scheduled regular maintenance on one of its small coa! cired

p'. ants for the period in which the peak demand was expected.

Furthermore, the PJM grid at its winter peak had a 61% excess capacity.

So, at that hour of PP&L's peak, there was available at least 18,000

additional megawatts of capacity to supply PP&L customers.

The discussion above is not meant to imply that load growth need

not be controlled. It is to indicate that PP&L's customers are quite

secure with respect to having acc..ss to sufficient power.

PP&L's Plans

In a 1979 publication, Energy Conservation Programs, PP&L described

a new approach it had implemented to manage its load growth and to supply

its customers' needs for electricity. Five components of the plan are:

- manage load growth at 2.5% per year or less through 1995;

- improve existing capacity;

- add small increments of electricity capacity by exploring small
hydro facilities, industrial co-generation and the addi*. ion of
small coal- ano refuse-fired units;

- support basic research; and

- plan for contingencies by planning for the utilization of standard
design coal-fired units on existing sites and doing the necessary
groundwork for the addition of a 1500 megawatt coal-fired plant.,.

-

I

L
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This set of proposals is balanced to meet customers' demands by; ;

n.J

restraining growtii and adding capacity in small increments which can be

built more quickly and thus better match demand changes. It over-emphasi?es

the role of adding cupacity to meet demand and lacks emphasis on the

potential for increasing the efficiency with which electricity is used

by customers. On the whole, it is a thoughtful approach to shaping and

meeting the needs of the customers.

PP&L's Record

From the winter peak in 1977 to the winter peak in 1981, PP&L's load

grew at an annual compound rate of 2.3%. From 1976 to 1980 sales grew

at a compound rate of 2.5%. Even in the pcriod in wFich the company

poured most of its capital into construction at Susquehanna and in which
,-

( ) the real price of electricity fell, both load and sales grew at rates
_

unprecedentedly low for the company. With a little more attention and

a little more financial commitment, attaining a level of no-growth in

sales and in peak demand seems quite within reach.

In each of the last five years the average electrically-heated

customcr of PP&L has cut consumption 4.5%. The average customer using

other heating methods had an annual increase in consumption from 1976 to

1979 of 2.1%. In 1980, even this customer cut consumption compared to

the 1979.leve'. In fact,1980 saw a re _ decliae in sales to all PP&L

customers of 0.27%.

The rate bike granted in January 1981 and the rate hike exnacted-

,

to be sought in the suniner of 1981 will undoubtedly contribute to further

declines in individual consumption.
t ,
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'. Controlling Sales

(G
Probably the easiest mechanism for contro' ling sales growth is price.

It may not, in fact, take a .eal (above inflation) price increase; for

residential customers a "high" electric bill may be sufficient to encourage

a halt to growth in consumption. F- example, even though growth in the
|

price of electricity for PP&L customers was far lower in the second half

of the 1970s than in the first half, consumption by both individual users

and the acregate of users grew at a lower rate in the second half then

in the first.

The role of price in limiting growth in sales has serious implications

#cr the impact of Susquehanna on demand by PP&L ratepayers. From 1976 to

1980 the average annual rate of increase in the cost of a kilowatt-hour to

a PP&L customer was 5.25%, a figure well below the average annual inflation

y rate for the same period. Chapter 4 of this study indicates that if Susque-

hanna is completed and brought into service ratepayers can expect a 15 to

20% real increase in the price during the first year and a 30 to 40% increase

above 1983 levels in the second. The impact of a real rate hike of such

magnitude, on top of the rate hikes of January,1981, and spring,1982

(expeciea), will be to provide substantiel incentive for a decline in

consumption. A significant decrease in aggregate demand will put pressure
i

on prices to rise still further to generate the avenues PP&L will

require. Five years, or more, of rates substantially higher than 1983
l
1 levels will bring about permanent changes in electricity consumption

patterns, prolonging high prices and further decreasing demand.m

#' Similarly, tne cost to ratepayer; of helping to pay off the cost,

!

of cancelling construction will generate real higher prices that will
p
m/ lead to declining consumption. Although the higher prices will not be

as much higher as they woCd be if the plant were completed, they still

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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() will represent a substantial increase beyond the inflation rate and will

serve to dampen growth in demand and sales. PP&L's current reserve capacity

may represent a more-than-sufficient buffer for supply w.9 customers' needs.

There are of course other methods of reducing sales growth. Most

require that customers have access to small amounts of capital. which the

company could supply and then recoup through a monthly charge against

the savings. However, PP&L currently has no capital to spare, being forced,

as it is, to put :.ost of its available resources into the construction of

Susquehanna.

Cmtrolling Load Growth

Throughout the United States many utilities, including PP&L, have

begun to provide incentives and/or disincentives in programs for customers
,

I i
O to help restrain load gr owth. Examples include the installation of

lower-rated heating elements in het water heaters; reduced rates for

electricity consumed at off-peak hours of the day:. timers and inter-

locks on high demand appliances; financial penalties for the installation

of over-rated electric heating systems; and the encouraging of customers

to install heating systems more efficient that eim tric resistance.

With the exception of the financial penalties, each of the examples

mentioned requires customer access to capital: changing heating elements

requires a charge for materials and service; off-peak metering requires

a speial meter; timers ard interlocking devices on appliances require

[ up-front expenditures; heat pumps and gas furnaces are more expensive

to buy and in'Lall tnan simple electric haseboard heating elements.

Since most of these measures serve primarily to reduce load and not sales,

it is the company and the ratepayers as a group, not the individual, who

bene fit.
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O In every customer's home or place of business exists the potential

for a utility to " add" capacity by cutting the potential for demand.

For example, the average dishwasher draws 1.2 kilowatts of power and the

average water heater draws 2.5. In an ordinary household with both

appliances, when the dishwasher is turned on it takes water from the

water heater. The water heater then turns on automatically to t>cing

its new charge of water up to the temperati.re at which the thermostat

is set. Thus both appliances will operate at the same time with a total

draw of 3.7 kilowatts. If a simple interlocking switch were installed

to prevent the water heater from operating while the dishwasher was

running, the maximum load due to the two appliances would be 2.5 Fw.

The cost of the switch can be compared with the cost of 1.2 kilowatts

of Susquehanna: $2,057.13. When utilities are willing and able to pay( ,),

. .

for a switch to add effective new capacity by cutting potential demand,

they will be able to reduce substantially the cost of meeting their

customers' needs.

What is necessary to ensure customer participation in such projects

is that the beneficiary of the project assume the cast. In those instances

in which the proposed modification would result in reduced consumption

of kilowatt-hours and hence, in savings, it is sufficient for the

customer to have the necessary information, convenient access to

reasonably-priced capital and reliable expert assistance if needed. In

those cases where the trodification is designed to reduce the load, the

[ 's company she; be willing to pay for it, as long as the cost is less

than the cost of building new capacity.

7
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For the past several years PP&L has had to comiit most of its resources

to construction of Susquehanna, 'eaving little to provide funding for

the inexpensive sources of available kilowatts. It is worth noting that

the company is faced with the prospect of adding 1,890,000 kilowatts (its

share of Susquehanna) to its already healthy system, giving it a 75%

reserve above the peak of January 1981. It is conceivable that ff&L doesn't

want to decrease its peak load by financing cheap kilowatts through increased

energy efficiency, a step that would only make the addition of Susquehanna

seem even less desirable.

After Efficiency, What?

Eventually there could come a time when all the inexpensive improvements

ia energy efficiency in the PP&L system will have been undertaken. New,_.s
,

's people and new businesses will move into the area and will wish to be

PP&L customers. Before that tir e PP&L will need to consider once again

actually adding capacity. There are two sources the company should consider

before it builds another central power station: district heating and
~

industrial co-generation.

In district heating systems a utility on its own, or in joint part-

nership vith a municipality or an industrial park, builds a small power

station near an area where there is also a demand for heat or industrial

process stea''. After producing electricity the steam retains two-thirds

of its energy in the fonn of heat and is idal for supplying the needs

) of the nearby industry for process steam and of the nearby dwellings for

heat or evaporative cooling. This double-use extracts far more energy

] from the same fuel than in the conventional power station where the excess

stcam is nonnally vented away.
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(,| PP&L has already undertaken some limited projects in district heating.
-

Waste heat from the company's Montour plant heats several acres of green-

house space through the winter. It is during new construction that it

is easiest to properly design a district heating system. Currently the

Hanover Development Lompany which is owned by a PP&L subsidiary is planning

the construction of a 2000 home development near Bethlehem, Pa. !f PP&L

would estimate the thermal demand of these houses and the supporting

comr rcial buildings for winter heat and summer cooling it could design

a power plant for the area which woulc idd electricity to its system

and provide all the heating and cooling the development needs from steam

that would otherwise be wasted.

Just as steam that is normally wasted after producing electricity can

_

be reused for heating and cooling, steam that is produced for heating

or for running industrial processes can be first cycled through a properly-

scaled generator to produce electricity. Throughout PP&L's service area

both large and small industries ure vast quantities of steam to power

production processes. As described most succinctly in Energy Future:

Report of the Energy Project at the Harvard Business School, industrial

co-generation is a practice that was foolishly abandoned in the middle of

the century. In practice, a company which uses steam for its daily

operations will first run the steam through a generator, then run it through

to its original purpose. The electricity can be useo by tb company, or,

if it is more than the company reeds, it can be tratched to the grid and

A run into the utility power lines.

The system essentially allows access to the utility grid for any

<7 power producer and thus has the potential to raise the hackles of the

utility which supplied the power lines. However, if the utility and the

potential co-generators look to ea:b other as partners in the business
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) of supplying reliable poster, each is an asset to the other. The utility

supplies a guarantec of reliable service and sufficient power for the

co-generator, as well as a promise to purchase extra electricity. The

c;-generator provides the utility with a cenparatively cheap source of

additional capacity since the cost to the co-generator of producing the

power does not include the costs of the boiler, the steam lines or the

fuel, for all of which the co-generator would have had to pay anyway.

/9
V

i
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Appendix A Sources of Cost Assumptions
3(V We have relied throughout the study on assumptions made fv

the variables that make up the costs and benefits of Susquehanna. The

table below lists the assumptions and their sources and adjusts them

to 1983 dollars or mills assuming 12% inflation per year.

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

IFixed o&m 62 69 million dollars

2Variable o&m 2.5 2.8 mills per kwh

3Fuel 8.5 9.5 mills per kwh

Earnings from
4sale of one kwh 9.5 10.6 11.9 13.3 14.9 mills per kwh

to grid

5Fuel savings 25.0 28.0 31.4 mills per kwh

___

O netes

(1) Robert Ballard reported in a letter on February 27,1981, that
fixed 08m would cost from $62 to 75 million per year. The assumed
value is PP&L's 90% share of $69 million.

(2) In the same letter Mr. Ballard reported variable o&m should run
from 2 to 3 mills per kwh. Assumed value is the average, 2.5.

(3) In the same letter Mr. Ballard reported a fuel cost of 8 to 9 mills
per kwh. Assumed value is the average, 8.5.

i (4) Grayson McNair reported in a letter on February 23,1981, that
PP&L had realized $105.0 million in earnings from sales to the
grid in 1979. Assumed value is the quotient of $105 million
and 11.09 kilowatt-hours sold to the grid that year (Profile,
1969-1979, p. 36), 9.5 mills per kwh.

(5) The least documented number. The figure of 25 mills was assumed
in conversation with PP&L representatives as the average cost of a

> kwh sold to customers and to be displaced by Susquehanna. According
(-) to PP&L's 1980 Annual Report the average cost of a kwh sold was

,

10.6 mills (p. 26), but the figure needed here is the cost of a
kwh generated by the highest priced 1,890 mw in service. Calculating

| this number is beyond our capability. Hence we have used the
'

n number relied upon in conversation.
( V

;

.
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CAR YING CHARGES CAN VARY FROM COMPANY TO COMPANY AND FROM PROJECT TO PR0eECT
BECAUSE OF THE INFLUENCES OF REGULATORY / LEGAL REQUIREMENTS, FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS,

AND PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS, SOME OF THE AREAS WHICH CAN IMPACT CARRYING CHARGE

RATES ARE:
.,

DEPRECIATION METHODS AND FACILITY LIVES k
THE COST OF MONEY $

TAX RATES AND TAX ACCOUNTING PROCED'JRES [
THE PORTION OF PROJECT COSTS WHICH ARE TAXABLE

FOR PU\NNING PURPOSES THE ANNUAL CARRYING CHARGE RATES FOR SUSOUEHANNA ARE PROJECTED TO BE:
YEAR UNIT 1 UNIT 2 YEAR UNIT 1 UNIT 2 YEAR UNIT 1 UNIT 2

1 18% 18.2% 12 15.8% 15.8% 23 12.6% 12.4%

2 18% 18.2% 13 15.2% 15.1% 24 12% 11.7%

3 15% 18.2% 14 14.5% 14.4% 25 11.3% 11%

4 18% 18.1% 15 13.8% 13.7% 26 10.7% 10.4%

5 17.9% 18% 16 13.1% 13%- 27 10.1% 9.7%

6 17.7% 17.8% 17 12.4% 12.2% 28 9.4% 9.1%

7 17.6% 17.7% 18 12% 11.8% 29 8.8% 8.4%

8 17.4% 17.4% 19 11.6% 11.5% 30 8.2% 7.8%

9 17.1% 17.2% 20 11.2% 11.1% 31 7.5% 7.1%

10 16.9% 16.9% 21 13.9% 13.7% 32 6.9%

11 16.5% 16.5% 22 13.2% 13%

FOR CONVENIENCE IN LONG RANGE SYSTEM PLANNING STUDIES, THE VARYING ANNUAL CARRYING

CHARGE RATES CAN BE REPLACED BY A CONSTANT ANNUAL CARRYING CHARGE CAL'.:D A
LEVELIZED ANNUAL CARRYING CHARGE RATE. THE LEVELIZED VALUE IS THE CONSTANT VALUE

WHICH WOULD YIELD THE SAME TOTAL SUM 0F PRESENT WORTHS AS THE VARYING RATES.

T',E LEVELIZED ANNUAL CARRYING CHARGE RATES FOR SUSQUEHANNA ARE 16.3% FOR UNIT 1

AND 16.4% FOR UNIT 2.
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Some Investors Shun Nuclear-Powered 'Utilitidp; ~ ' ;

Jeopardizing Funds to Build New Atomic %nts
_ __,, _____ _ _ *

/] i s._ ___.

U By JoisN R. Eustwitt.ER fmancia' Commufoty appeared to fade, and , sets as of the end or 1979.

staff w.rier of ru wARSTRETJOeM41. bonds of nuclear and non-nuclear utthtles { To build on such a scale, utilities have to
NEW YORK -- Nuclear power, which were again sclhng at essentially identkal ; born >w huge sums. "We are very concerned

nwds all the friends it can get, is losing pncec f. ainut the fmancial obligations of the utilities

k() some of its richest ones. But it now is evident that nuclear power" , that face lay,. unfinishnt nuclear power fa-
.Wney managers and investment advis- standmg among investors suffered longer ! cdttles," says Carleton Hurtt, execuuve vice-

S ers who control the bilhens needed to fi- term and perhaps permanent damage. Peter j president of Equitable life Assurance Soct

g nance construction of nuclear plants have Heiinett, a managmg partner who works on ety, which manages assets of ainut $35 bil-o
begun reassessing their longstanding sup- private debt placunents for the Merrill hon.

pr Sr such projects. Many aren't happy Iynch %1ute Weld Capital Markets Group. As a result Equitable is working out'ancx
< an arm ol Merrill Lynch, estimates that 25% investr. it strategy that will avoid utuitjesv w W it they are seeing.

2. utdities, havmg a large commitment to 36 of his firm's more than 200 clients . with he.uy nuciear conmutments. The com-
'o nuclear power "u.ied to be considered a who do lor.g term lending now " shy away pany estimates the plan could rule 'ut the
gus by mvestors. Now i' definitely isn't. fmm nuclear.*' Mr. Hennett adds that there swuritics of ..I to a sa,re of uti!n - "We

nere is a great deal of skepticism and con- are still sufficient buyers to allow nuclear-
' -

- .

support nuclear power. ,but we hiso'have .acem, says Eunice Reich, vice president in onented utilities to sell debt. t"

the fixed income research department of Other brokers say they also have clients hduciary rwsponsibility, an Eqigitable offs-
Merdll Lynch, Pierce. Fenner & Smith Inc. staymg away from utilities for which nu. c al says.

Some investors are actmg on their con- clear power is or will be a large part of elec. Crnht raungs aM are sWmg me
cern. Several have quietly stopped buying trical generatmg capacity. Identifymg spe. stran Standard & Nr's says4 has low-
new offenngs from utilities that are heavily cific dmpouts is difficult t ecause ruost are end us ratmgs on Ge senior debt of 27 elec-
involval in nuclear power. Others are seek- reluctant to admit their stance publicly. One tric utilities thlt year, in 21 cases at least
ing higher-than ual retunis before they in- reason may be that such investors still hold partly ba anse .6f h uWf having
vest. Meantim lany utilities have found secunties of nuclear utilities bought in years " meaningful nuclear exposure,,,, , ,
that the burdet. or buildmg a nuclear plant past and fear damage to the value of those
has contnbuted to the lowering of their he- ho b gs. Tough Yem Aheatf .* .

cunties by ratmg services. The downgrad- A senior official of one firm that man' One utihty downgraded was United Illa-

ing. in turn, pushes up the cost of borrowing ages a portictio of several bilhon dollars minating Co., New if aven. Cono..Athich S&P
and scares away some investors. says his company has sold about $15 millicn desenbod earlier tlus year as an investment

So far, this mvestor disillusionment of bonds in heavily nuclear utilities over the j with "speculat;ve characteriones." The
company is partbowner of*three haclear

, past few months, it plans to avoid future ip -vestments. "We effectively have a policy to |projects that will pecessitate spending and
hasn't brought any fund raising crisis for

I
utihties. Wlule some compames, may have

rtt!!me them," he says. boruwing more than $rm million by 1987.shghtly higher borrowing cos'.s because of

O) their commitment to nuclear power, there j ..We know we have lost some-18ecurities)( are still enough buyers to take up the slack.
as sM1 seem to W uncertain what to says James CoWy, exMuuve e preWent

customers because of the lower ratings."
O

'Ihrco Mlle Island do. One example is Cahtornia's Public Em. for finance and administration, "and we
But the erosion is eating at the founda' ploye Reurement System, with assets of know we will have some tsugt>y, ears ahead

about $13 billion, a pension fund consideredtions of the nuclear indostry. If it spreads, it
could do more to foreclose a future for at- by analysts to be a major f actor in the land ; ) tlsing capital. -Just how tough it will be for utilities 'com-

3

ourpuered cetr*c!P/ !.a ths enunt-v than m rker j mittad to nuclear power is a matter of dts-
all the efforts of nuclear opponents com' After the Three Mile Island accicent, die agrrement in the fmalicial . community.
bined. "There would be a hell of an impact. fund's. investment committee looked hard at Some peopic filnk that, as time passes,
The utihties have 'o boirow a lot to com' nuchar investments; sourc2s say that at fears generateo by the Three Mile Island ac-
plete these plants," says Carl Walske, presi- one point the committee informally decided : c! dent will abste, and securities buyers will
dent of the Atomic Industrial Forum, the nu~ o stop putting n.nney into any utthty that ,

can1 do wht soclear pown, , don readyreturn to the market "U > na
clear industtys major trade group. wouldhave more than 35% nudear generat. says M u-

investor unease is due partly to the acci- ing capacity by 1965. rill Lynch's Mr. Benney.
'

dent 20 months ago at the Three Mile Island *uch a policy would have ruled o.it more Observers ai.wnote that it is gettmg hard,

nuclear pner riant near Harrisburg. Pa. than a-score of utilities, but it argfarently
While the public was spared serious harm. m t put into effect. The C1hfornia pen- to find utilities that don't have spme nuclear ..

the accident wrecked the ' actor, which sion fund officially decided to look at utility fac1hties. A study by one big pension fund

may never reopen, and cause possibly even investments case by case. Nevertheless, it fgimd that 19 o! the t14 largest investor-
greater damage to the fmano s of the plant g.t mr.de a.iy substantial investments in owned utilities are involved in an operating
owner, General Pubhc UL..aes Corp. GPli nuclear utlhties recently. says Melvin Peter- nuclear plant or in one under construction.
is still struggling to remain solvent as the sen, chief of investments. Since the Pennsyl- But somisee nuclear power's problems

ca.ts from the accident mount. vama accident, he says. "we are certainly growing, and along with it investor disen-
The shock reverberated through t]1e util- note careful. It happened once, so ;t can't chantment. 'linese o'.eus bc11c"e '.itihh"

will be hard pressed to finish all the nuclearity mdustry and the fman,cial commi.nity ggg , ..

that funds it. Many investors were - pmjects already under way, not to mention
prompted, in some cases for the first time. Other worries reinforce or even over- any new ones. One who takes, this view is

f j to ponder the huge financial risks posed by shadow those stemming fi%m Three Mile Is- @ w w hnm
b nuclear pgwer. A nuclear plant is "a poten- land. The biggest such headache is tre diz- for invcstors Diversified Services ine;, Min-

taal dme bomb that could push a company zying rise in construction costs for nuclear neapnlis, which has several bundred nullion
to tne brink of bankrup*cy overmght. And plants. The reasons for the rise range frorn douars in utility bonds. Says. Mr. Ifonan:
bondholdds could be facing bonds without tnughened government safety rules to utih- ''We definitely wouldn't want to seeVany of
backing, 'says Robert F. Barrett, vice pres- ties' own inabihty to manage and finalice t'ne companes we invest in emt,arking on
idert for ftxed mcome research at Paine, the h. ige projects effictently. another nuclear plant."

'

; ;
(_/ Webber, Jackson & Curtis Inc. of Building

Immediately after the accident in March May of the 85 current nuclear projects
12. securities of nuclear-oriented utihties have grown so large they hreaten to dwarf Q'g h ,t
were having to carry a slightly higher mter' the companies behird ' hem. Consumerr
est rate-sorr.e analysts stimate aJout one- Power Co.. for instave. has seen the cost
third of a percentage point - to compete with estimate of its necicar power pro.iect a'. Mid- |g[7o/ga
the securttles of other utilities. Within a few W Mich., rise from $350 million to about
nonths, though, the mtshap s effect on the El biUten-equal to 56*. of the utility's as-
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i Appendix D Calculating Net Cost for Te; Years
:

The six components of cost and benetit - carrying charges, fixed''

operations and maintenance costs (o&m), fuel, variable o&m, fuel savingss

)-

g and earnings from the grid - interact to determine the annual net cost

or benefit. The first two are independent of the level of plant operation;

the last five depend upon the inflation rates of several different

variables; the last four depend upon the plant's capacity factor; and

the sixth depends upon the running rate of the grid and the ability of
'

PP&L to sell excess electricity. Below is a table with rows a through f
T

for the six components. If a variable is capacity-dependent,100% capacity

is assumed. In the case of sales to the grid, potential earnings are'

calculated by assuming 100% capacity and 100% sales. Then Qe numbers

are collected into three classes: fixed, capacity-dependent, and capacity-

and sales-dependent (sales to the grid). Coefficients are determined
' for an cquation of the form:

cost = g + hx + ixy

where x is the capacity factor and y is the rate of sales to the grid.

Then, to determine the net cost for ten years for a particular selection

of values of parameters, a capacity factor and sales rate are selected

and the costs are calculated for each of the first ten years. Annual

.

costs or benefits are adjusted to 1983 dollars and summed.

Thus the chart is suitable for calculating several examples, given
,

| a $3.6 billion final cost and a 12% inflation rate. For different figures

for final cost a new row a must be calculated using the information of

Appendix B. For different rates of inflation rows b through f must be

l-
i recalculated, using the figures in the left column as a starting point.

!O
.

.
- - . , - - . , ,.,-.,.-,,-...,_-_~_-,,,.-_,,--.,_...,....,.._..--_.,.._r,-,- . - - , , . - _ ~ - - . - - . _ _ . ~ , - - - _ . , , - --
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Final cost of $3.6 billion-

inflation rate of 12%

Components of Cost and Benefit for First Ten Years

(a) carrying charges''

Unit 1 292* 292 292 292 290 287 285 282 277 274

Unit 2 295 295 295 293 292 288 287 282 279

(b) fixed o&m

35* 77 87 97 109 122 136 153 171 191

(c) fuel at 100% capacity

79* 176 197 221 247 277 31 0 348 389 436

(d) variable o&m at 100% capacity

23* 52 58 65 73 82 92 102 114 129

(e) fuel savings at 100% capeity

260* 582 652 730 81 8 91 6 1026 1149 1287 1442

(f) earnings from the grid at 100; capacity and 100% sales

123* 276 309 347 388 435 487 545 611 684

Coefficients g = a + b; h = c + d - e; i = -f

Annual cost ' cost = g + hx + ixy, where x is capacity factor and y is sales rate

(g) 327 664 674 684 692 701 709 722 730 744

(h) -158 -354 -397 -444 -498 -557 -624 -699 -784 -877

(i) -123 -276 -309 -347 -388 -435 -487 -545 -611 -684

. ,,

p_I
* In the first year only Unit 1 is expected to be operating.

(j (all figures in millions of current dollars)

i
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|

Example

We can use the chart of page D.2 to calculate ti.c net cost for a given

year once provided with a choice of values for capacity factor and rate

of sales. We will calculate the text's Excmple ? U' chapter 4, the " average"

case: $3.6 billion final cost,12% inflation, 57% capacity factor, and

60% sales to the grid.

For the first year of operation, when only unit 1 is in service,

the cost would be:

327 + (-158)(.57) + (-123)(.57)(.60), or
|

| $195 millior dollars. For year two we use the second column of values for-

g, h and i and find the cost would be:

664 + (-354)(.57) + (-267)(~.57)(.60), or

! $368 million (in 1984 dollars). The second year's cost is not directly

comparable to the first year's, since 1984 dollars will be worth less

,

than 1983 dollars. We are assuming for this example a 12% inflationj
|

| rate, so $368 million can be divided by 1.12 to get $329 million, the -

|
' 1983 value of the 1984 cost. If this method is carried out for ten years

we get the following table of costs to ratepayers:

year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

cost 195 368 342 312 275 235 187 137 74 10

adjusted
cost 195 329 273 222 175 133 95 62 30 4

(figures are in millions of dollars: current dollars
in row 1 and 1983 dollars in row 2)

l
The first row is the actual annual cost to ratepayers. The second.i

O row is the 1983 value of the annual cost. It is meaningful to sum the

second row to get a total that is composed of comparable dollars:

| $1,518,000,000 in 1983 dollars is the cost to ratepayers of having
,

| Susquehanna in service for the fir? ten years under the conditians of
t

i
- this exemple.|

!
;
<

- . . _ . . - - . _ . - - . - - - . - -
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Appendix E Calculating Annual Impact of Susquehanna
s

The method of calculating the annual revenues required due to Susquehanna

is presented in Appendix D. To calculate the percent increase that each

year's net cost Jr benefit will ha%e on customer rates we must estimate

PP&L's revenue requi ement without Susquehanna. Currently the company

has a revenue requirement of around $850 million and is expected to seek

a 10% rate hike in the summer of 1981. Assuming the company receives

apprc,ximately half the requested increase in the spring of 1982, it seems

reasonable to project that PP&L will be receiving about $900 million per

year in 1982.

(It has occurred to us that the two rate hikes received shortly before

the plant is to go in+o service may serve as a buffer for PP&L and may

mitigate to some extent the otherwise very large increases that will be

necessitated by the addition of Susquehanna.)
i

From the 1980 edition of PP&L'u Profile it appears that roughly

two-thirds of the company's operating expenses are tied to inflationary

trends (cost of energy, wages, operating costs) and one-third are independent

of inflation (depreciation, taxes). These fractions are very rough, but

provide us with a starting point. We will assume that $600 million of

PP&L's revenues need to be inflation-indexed and $300 million will remain

constant. Then we can calculate an approximate value for the company's

revenue requirement for each year given a projected inflation rate.

Assuming a 12% inflation rate we can generate the following table:,

Year 1983 1984 1985 1936 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
A
q Rev. w/o 973 1053 1143 1244 1357 1484 1626 1786 1964 2163 (current)"s Susquehanna

Rev. adj. 973 940 911 885 862 842 824 808 793 780 (19L3)* to 1983 $
) (figures in millions of dollars)

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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E.Z

r; Example
' .,'

In Appendix D we used Example 3 from the text to calculate the

sample net cost per year under one set of cont.tions: $3.6 billion

final cost,12% inflation, 57% capacity factor and 60% sales rate

to the grid. The expected current costs to ratepayers in the first

through tenth years were predicted to be:

195 368 342 312 275 235 187 137 74 10

in millions of current dollars. Comparison with the revenues expected

to be required without Susquehanna of the previous page, we find that

Su ;quehanna will lead to rates higher than would be expected by the following

percentages:

20% 35% 30% 25% 20% 16% 12% 8% 4% 0.5%

These are increases above tr.e inflation-indexed revenue requirement estimates.

's (Note that the same figures would have been obtained if the 1983 values

of the increase due to Susquehanna and of the expected revenues required

had be m used.)

i
~

.
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Appendix F Calculat ng Estimated Economic Risk

: -s The costs ir. curred due to an accident include several items other
| .a
l than direct cleanup expenses: loss of fuel savings, loss of earnings due

i . g to increased sales to the grid, loss to someone of carrying charges, and
4IB

! loss for fixed o&m on the undamaged, but idled, reactor. In the example

of chapter 5, Unit 1 is damaged and lost to service for ten years and

Unit 2 is idled for three. We assumed the plant was operating in the

" average ' mode of Example 3 in chapter 4: i.e., final cost of $3.6 billion,

inflation at 12%, capacity factor of 57%, and sales to the grid of 60%

of the plant's output.

For the single case of the accident occurring in 1984 we add the

inflation-adjustea carrying charges of Unit 1 for 1984 to 1993 and of

Unit 2 for 1984 to 1986: $1,618 million for Unit 1 and $734 million for

Unit 2. The other costs can be obtained from the table in Appendix D
n

) if it is extended by one year to include 1993. After adjusting for inflation
*

it is found that the costs in 1983 dollars are independent of the year

of the accident: they remain fixed at $2,574 million in 1983 dollars.

This occurs because adjusting downward for inflation's effects merely

offsets the assumed inflation in costs over the years. The final cost

to be included is the assumed one billion 1983 dollars for cleanup.

The total cost of the accident in 1984 is thus $5,926 million (1983).
t,

' s

The only changeable component is the carrying charges. The following '

table provides the estimated loss for an accident occurring in one of

the years 1984 to 1992:

s /

sC%

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Year of,- s

i) accident 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

lost carrying *
charges from 1618 1431 1261 1107 069 845 734 634 546

/^y Unit 1'

(
\_/

lost carrying **
charges from 734 666 603 544 491 442 397 356 318
Unit 2

|

lost o&m,
fuel savings, 2574 2574 2574 2574 2574 2574 2574 2574 2574

| and sales to
l the grid

cost of cleanup 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Total cost 5926 5671 5438 5215 5034 4861 4705 4564 4438

(figures in millions of 1983 dollars)

* Unit 1 assumed lost for ten years

() ** Unit 2 assumed lost for three years

n
L.)

.
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